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The performance and dynamic efficiency of an aircraft are significantly influenced by the
aircraft shape and configuration. Therefore, the wing which is an important element in the
aircraft load response in terms of drag and lift has been given increasing attention through
morphing technology. Several governmental programs and academic research projects on
morphing aircraft have investigated methods of efficiently changing the wing geometric char-
acteristics in-flight.
The present thesis reviews the current knowledge on wing morphing concepts and investigates
the type of methods that can be used to model morphing structures.
This review includes the principles of the morphing concept, realization of a morphing struc-
ture, aspects of morphing structure design, current methods to model morphing structures,
challenges, and the perspectives of the morphing UAVs.
It concludes that the wing cover skins must possess a high degree of deformability; but they
must be able to maintain their shape and structural integrity under the compression, tension,
shear and bending characteristics of aerodynamic and flight loads including the effects of
added masses. In order to meet these requirements, thermoplastic elastomers and shape
memory polymers are suggested as good candidate materials for smart skins. Nevertheless,
an excessively flexible skin is exposed to the hazard of sagging under pressure loads.
It is suggested that bio-inspired micro air vehicles based on bat wing structure will gain
intensive attention since such a structure prossesses a high flexibility with anisotropy and
non-linear elasticity.
Keywords: Morphing, UAV, Actuators, Sensors, Lagrange, Rayleigh-Ritz, FSDT.
2PREFACE
The great rise of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles dates from the "Cold War" between the
USA and the former USSR after the Second World War. During that period, UAVs
were confidentially developed by the US army as a means of strategic superiority
to allow surveillance and military intervention in the enemy fields without incurring
the death risk that human could not stand the view.
This superiority has been gained through technological innovations in the field of
Automation and Transmission systems. Later on, the Morphing Aircraft Structure
program aimed to design and build active variable geometry wing structures with
the ability to morph in-flight to optimize the flight.
The first aircraft capable of changing the sweep of its wing in-flight was the Bell
X-5 produced by the USA in 1951. Since then, the increasing interest in morphing
structure is the result of their significant advantages over conventional Unmanned
Aerial Vehicles.
This thesis leading to the award of a Master’s of Science degree in Technology to
Mr. Blé Bernard WONGUI, holder of a BSc. in Mechanical Engineering, provides
an appropriate documentation to address the modeling of morphing structures. His
work provides current information on the state of the art in UAVs.
Jovin GREYE.
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Introduction
1.1 Morphing Aircraft
Morphing aircraft are flight vehicles that are capable of altering their shape to meet
changing mission requirements of the aircraft and to perform flight control without
the use of conventional control surfaces. Therefore, the shape characteristics of
such an aircraft change in-flight to optimize performance. This morphing is realized
by monitoring the wing geometric parameters. These parameters include the wing
span, planform, aspect ratio, thickness, chord, camber, and consequently the wing
area.
Aircraft morphing research is generally conducted for benefits including the improve-
ment of the versatility of a given airframe by improving the performance for multiple
flight regimes, the replacement of conventional control mechanisms, the increase of
cruise efficiencies and the reduction of structural vibration.
1.2 Background Of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
Unmanned Aerials Vehicles (UAVs) have been under development since the begin-
ning of powered flight. Prior to the first manned airplane flight in 1903, rudimentary
UAV technology was applied to combat and surveillance [16]. However, World War
I is referred to as the effective introduction period of UAVs by US army [14]. Never-
theless, those UAVs flew inaccurately; they were imperfect and unreliable. Despite
the lack of success of those vehicles, the UAV concept survived due to the tenacity
of a small group of persons influencing politics for funding [4].
Thus, research on morphing unmanned aerial vehicles has experienced over recent
decades increasing investigations in both military and civilian domains for appli-
cations including surveillance, attack, fire detection, and traffic monitoring. Subse-
quently, the NASA morphing project [1] focused on developing novel applications for
smart materials and inventing methods for applying those materials to aircraft. Ad-
ditionally, the Morphing Aircraft Structure (MAS) program [2] aimed to design and
build active, variable geometry wing structures with the ability to morph in-flight.
Furthermore, the US Air Force’s Adaptive Versatile Engine Technology (ADVENT)
program [3] supplied inlet, engine and exhaust technologies to optimize propulsion
system performance.
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This increasing interest in morphing structures is the result of their significant
advantages over conventional UAV structures. These advantages comprise the in-
crease in the capability and versatility of the aircraft. According to [2], such an
aircraft is a multi role platform that firstly, changes its state substantially to adapt
to changing mission requirements. Secondly, it provides a superior system capability
in term of an optimal performance into a single system with a low turning radius,
long endurance, increased payload, and high speed. This is not possible without the
wing reconfiguration. Finally, it uses a design that integrates innovative combina-
tions of advanced materials, actuators, flow controllers and mechanisms to achieve
the state change.
1.3 Research Problem And Approach
The performance and dynamic efficiency of an aircraft are significantly influenced
by the aircraft shape and configuration. Thus, the wing which is an important
element in the aircraft load response has been given particular attention through
morphing technology. Therefore, several governmental programs [2, 3], and aca-
demic research projects [15, 17] on morphing aircraft have investigated methods of
efficiently changing the wing geometric characteristics in-flight.
The present master’s thesis commissioned by the Department of Applied Mechanics
of Aalto University reviews the current knowledge on wing morphing concepts and
investigates the type of methods that can be used to model morphing structures.
This review includes:
1. Description of morphing concepts,
2. Principles of the morphing concept,
3. Realization of a morphing structure,
4. Design aspects of morphing structures,
5. Modeling principles of morphing structures,
6. Challenges and perspectives of the morphing UAVs.
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1.4 Thesis Overview
The remaining Chapters of this thesis are organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews existing projects of UAV and gives their common classifications.
Chapter 3 describes morphing concepts, following the introduction of the morphing
shape alternatives. Section 3.5 is dedicated to the two most successful morphing
UAV programs launched by NextGen Aeronautics and Martin Lockheed.
Chapter 4 presents sensors and actuators. Additionally, it reviews the common
smart materials.
Chapter 5 introduces the factors that need to be considered when designing a mor-
phing structure. Additionally, it reviews the structural solutions to achieve the
morphing of a planform. The two last sections of this Chapter discuss the limita-
tions set by the square-cube law on the use of materials in term of scalability and
address the control issues of morphing vehicles.
Chapter 6 presents the basis of finite element formulation of a morphing structure.
Additionally, this Chapter includes the methods that may be used to model a camber
and span morphing wing. It establishes the relationship between the actuation
force and the structural displacement using the differential and energy methods.
Furthermore, it reviews the modeling of a continuously morphing flying wing and the
snap-through of unsymmetric composite laminates. Finally, this Chapter presents
the Theodorsen’s function as a means to express the pressure distribution over a
morphing wing.
Chapter 7 concludes this review by assessing the challenges of the morphing tech-
nology and giving a potential perspective.
Chapter 2
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
This Chapter reviews existing projects of UAV and gives their common classifica-
tions.
Generally, an aircraft refers to any flying vehicle with configurations including fixed-
wing, rotary-wing, helicopters, vertical take-off and landing (VTOL), and short
take-off and landing (STOL) vehicles. According to [5], an aircraft may be either
heavier or lighter than air, with balloons and airships belonging to the latter cate-
gory. Moreover, the term unmanned aerial vehicle refers to a pilotless (no human
crew on board) aircraft. However, ballistic vehicles, cruise missiles, and artillery
projectiles are not considered as UAVs. As described, UAVs are not limited by hu-
man performance factors nor by his physiological and psychological characteristics
to accomplish missions that may be perishing for a human. Therefore, unmanned
aerial vehicles can operate in environments contaminated by chemical, biological, or
radioactive agents. They can carry cameras, sensors, communications equipment or
other payloads including weapons.
Worth mentioning is the fact that UAVs are generally used for military applications.
Nevertheless, vertical take-off and landing applications extend to civilian domains.
The VTOL unmanned aerial vehicle military applications include surveillance and
reconnaissance, combat, and testing for new weapon systems. QH-50 Gyrodyne
Torpedo delivery drone [58] is an example of VTOL UAV. Additionally, civilian
applications include pipelines and power lines inspection and surveillance, oil and
natural gas search, and fire prevention. As the UAV field matures, the tendency
shifts to smaller, more flexible and versatile UAVs. New composite materials and
improved propulsion systems result in lighter, smaller, and more stealthy airframes,
with the resulting fuel efficiency leading to levels of endurance that exceed human
tolerance.
As mentioned above, most of UAVs are used for military missions. Nonetheless,
civilian applications gain momentum; but the consensus is that much more cost
effective UAVs need to be utilized. Thus, well documented UAVs are those used by
the military around the world with the United States of America (USA) leading the
market and investments in research and development programs [4].
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Table 2.1 depicts characteristics of current UAV programs implemented by the De-
partment of Defense (DoD) of the USA.
Table 2.1: UAV programs of the US military [14].
UAV advantages over manned aircraft in terms of endurance due to pilot fatigue
and expendability have been demonstrated and proven in conflicts. For instance,
a model of Pioneer [7] (a short range UAV) was used as a source of intelligence at
the tactical level during the Operation Desert Storm in Iraq. Additionally, a model
of Predator [82] performed surveillance missions such as monitoring area roads for
weapon movements and conducting battle damage assessment in the Balkan conflicts
[4].
UAVs range in size from 15 grams (Black hornet) capable of carrying role equipment
to meet their specific mission, to a full size aircraft (Global Hawk).
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Table 2.2 presents the extremum records of UAVs.
Table 2.2: Extremum records of UAVs [8].
Currently, the smallest prototyped UAV called Black Hornet1 [9] is a 15 grams spy
nanocopter developed by Prox Dynamics for military use. It is expected to pro-
vide soldiers with their own immediate intelligence, surveillance and reconnaissance
capability for operations indoors and outdoors, in confined areas; looking behind,
between, and below obstacles with a bird’s eye view2 of areas of interest.
1Black Hornet is expected operational in 2011.
2A view of an object from above, as though the observer were a bird.
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Figure 2.1 illustrates the Black Hornet.
Figure 2.1: Black Hornet [9].
The modern concept of U.S. military is to have the various aircraft systems working
together in support of personnel on the ground. The integration scheme is described
in terms of a "Tier" system. It is used by military planners to designate the various
individual aircraft elements in an overall usage plan for integrated operations. The
Tiers do not refer to specific models of aircraft; but to roles for which various models
and their manufacturers competed [13].
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Table 2.3 presents the classification of UAVs according to the United States Airforce
(USAF) standard.
Table 2.3: USAF classification of UAVs [10].
2.1 Classification Of UAVs
UAVs can be classified based on number of characteristics including performance
and mission. The performance characteristics consist of:
1. Weight,
2. Range,
3. Altitude and endurance,
4. Wing loading,
5. Engine type,
6. Power/Thrust Loading.
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Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show UAV classifications by altitude and endurance, and
by weight respectively.
Table 2.4: UAV classification by altitude and endurance [8]
EO stands for Electro Optical
IR stands for Infra Red
FLIR stands for Forward Looking InfraRed
SAR stands for Synthetic Aperture Radar
Table 2.5: UAV classification by weight.
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Based on their geometric dimensions, three classes of UAVs may be considered.
These categories include small size, medium size and large size UAVs. These three
classes are directly related to the classification based on weight. Man-portable UAVs
are briefly discussed below. The smallest unmanned aerial vehicles are Nano and
Micro UAV’s (MUAV) such as the Black Hornet (Figure 2.1) and the AV Black
Widow developed for military surveillance, law enforcement, and civilian rescue ef-
forts. Their weight and payload are just a few grams with vehicle size in the order
of few centimeters. Larger than MUAVs are the Small UAVs (SUAV). Their size
ranges from tenths of decimeter to a few meters, with platform weights in the or-
der of a few kilograms. They are hand-launched or launched from a mobile launch
station. SUAVs including Raven, Pointer, and the Force Protection Aerial Surveil-
lance System (FPASS) are man-portable, low-altitude, short-range systems assisted
in providing base security, force protection, reconnaissance, and targeting. Small
UAVs are rapidly growing in type and offer a versatile family of capabilities. They
provide a unique target approaching capability. Their small size, quiet propulsion
systems, and ability to feed information directly to battlefield airmen enhance the
combat effectiveness [63].
2.2 Mission Aspects of UAVs
As mentioned earlier, the majority of UAVs is military orientated. Different military
mission requirements have created various types of UAVs including [14]:
1. Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR).
Examples include most UAVs.
2. Unmanned combat aerial vehicles (UCAV). Examples include X45A, X45C,
X46, and X47.
3. Multi-Purpose. Examples include MQ-1 Predator, MQ-5B Hunter, and MQ-9
Predator B.
4. Vertical Take-Off and Landing (VTOL). Examples include Fire Scout, Killer
Bee, and X50.
5. Radar and Communication Relay. Examples include Tethered Aerostat Radar
System, and Near Space Maneuvering Vehicle (NSMV)/Ascender/V-Airship.
6. Aerial Delivery and Resupply. Examples include CQ-10 Snow Goose.
ISTAR is a system using UAVs to gather enemy information, locate a target, or pa-
trol hostile air space without risking lives of the operators. Often in battle grounds,
combat commanders require real time information of the upcoming enemy forces.
As an illustration, to be aware of the potential enemy defense, gathering informa-
tion via reconnaissance UAVs is more effective in saving soldier lives. This category
contains most UAVs.
Chapter 3
Morphing Concepts
Following the introduction of the morphing shape alternatives, this Chapter de-
scribes morphing concepts including the planform alternation, out-of-plane trans-
formation, and airfoil adjustment. Section 3.5 is dedicated to the two most successful
morphing UAV programs launched by NextGen Aeronautics and Martin Lockheed.
Friswell [15] defines four applications of the wing morphing concept:
1. Improvement of the aircraft performance to expand its flight envelope,
2. Replacement of conventional control surfaces for flight control to improve the
performance and stealth characteristics,
3. Reduction of the drag to improve the range,
4. Reduction of the vibration or the control of flutter.
Structural morphing is not a new concept in aircraft design. The Wright Brothers,
for example, used wing warping through structural deformation to control the roll of
the aircraft [65], Parker [64] proposed a variable camber wing to increase the flight
speed.
Significant amount of investigations have been conducted since [28, 29, 30] on the
wing structural morphing to achieve optimum aircraft performance by altering wing
aerodynamic parameters. Thus, based on the changes induced by the structural
changes in the aerodynamics of the wing, the morphing concepts are classified as
[51]:
1. Large morphing to produce global aerodynamic effects: Examples include large
aspect ratio changes of the order of 50 - 60% or more.
2. Small morphing to produce global aerodynamic effects: Efforts like the syn-
thetic jet actuation to produce hingeless trailing edge and morphing wing via
twisting the airfoil section come under this category.
3. Small morphing to produce local aerodynamic effects: Examples include groups
of synthetic jets for induced drag reduction and active skins to reduce the in-
duced drag.
4. Intermediate morphing: Morphing for any other purposes like medium changes
in span for flight in subsonic velocities.
15
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By wing morphing, the author refers to a planform that is able to transform smoothly
its shape or any other characteristic affecting significantly its aerodynamic proper-
ties. It is evident that a conventional aircraft has a wing matching the mission it is
dedicated to. As a general observation, the concept of morphing wings is inspired
from birds; but also from bats at its early stage as illustrated by the flying machines
of Clement Ader [33] depicted by Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Ader’s Eole [33].
In fact, birds are able to adapt their wings to the conditions that need to be met at a
given time. Thus, they can fold their wings tightly to dive for a prey, or fully extend
them to glide; saving thus energy as it can be seen in Figure 3.2. Additionallly, they
use the camber and wing twist to control their flight. By changing the area of the
wing, birds and other flying insects are able to alter the lift generated.
Figure 3.2: Eagle in various wing configurations [109].
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Research [2, 15, 48] in the aircraft industry investigates the development of an air-
craft wing that is able to mimic the bird wing morphing ability. Such an aircraft
would perform dissimilar missions. Thus, a fighter aircraft or unmanned aerial vehi-
cle could have multiple roles including reconnaissance, fighting and heavily bombing
with an increased stealth capability. Furthermore, a commercial aircraft could adapt
its wings smoothly for a high lift during takeoff and landing, extend them fully for
optimum cruising, and fold them slightly for an efficient descent.
In order to morph the wing, approaches using the wing twist, leading and trailing
edge deformations [31], and the airfoil camber control [30] have been given particular
attention as efficient methods of mission optimization while minimizing the struc-
tural weight and induced drag. There are two approaches to achieve shape changes
on a morphing aircraft [26]:
1. Planform changes using rigid mechanisms. The variable sweep on aircraft
including F-14 and XF 10F Jaguar is based on this technique [32].
2. Compliant mechanisms. Compliant mechanisms are single-piece flexible struc-
tures that deliver the desired motion by undergoing elastic deformation as
opposed to jointed rigid body motions of conventional mechanisms [110, 28].
Therefore, compliance in design leads to jointless, no-assembly, monolithic me-
chanical devices. The advantages of compliant mechanics include a reduced
complexity, zero backlash and wear, sub-micron accuracy, and embedded ac-
tuation and sensing devices. They are particularly adequate for applications
with small range of motions. Such mechanics have been used on the modi-
fied F-111 named Mission Adaptive Wing (MAW) [31]. However, the design
of the F-111 suffers from weight penalty due to the use of several servo mo-
tors, transmission components and accessory equipment. Additionally, the
actuators require energy for changing the shape of a structure. Furthermore,
power is needed by the actuator to overcome its stiffness. Thus, using electric
or pneumatic actuators combined with complex mechanisms might be inade-
quate to take full advantage of the morphing concept. Significant aerodynamic
performance gains are effectively achieved through large overall changes in the
aircraft planform using recent morphing technology combining novel materials
and actuation systems [28].
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3.1 Morphing Shape Alternatives
Significant geometric variations of an aircraft wing in-flight can allow efficient per-
formance during different flight segments, or permit multi-role missions that are
impossible without the aircraft reconfiguration. Conventional aircraft use mecha-
nisms to change discretely the wing area in different flight configurations. These
configurations include takeoff, climb, cruise and landing. The discrete shape change
is achieved by extending or retracting flaps, slats, tabs, ailerons to either modify
the wing area and the airfoil camber for additional lift or the aircraft controllability
characteristics.
Several methods exist to increase the efficiency of different flight aspects of an aircraft
through changing the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing. Firstly, changing the
span or the aspect ratio of the aircraft wing alters the aircraft lift characteristics,
and stealth characteristics for military aircraft. Secondly, loitering can be performed
more efficiently by changing the airfoil shape through drooping the wings, increas-
ing the airfoil camber, or twisting the wing. Performing any of these changes by
morphing during a mission would give increased efficiency in the loiter stage [34].
Table 3.1 defines the aerodynamic advantages of varying the wing geometry.
Table 3.1: Effects of the change type on the aerodynamic characteristics in the scale
1-5 [34].
It is evident from the table above that changing the sweep, the span or the airfoil
camber provides significant aerodynamic and economic advantages.
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Considering aircraft performance parameters such as range and endurance, it can
be shown that these parameters are strongly dependent on
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)
respec-
tively. Furthermore, these ratios are directly proportional to the wing aspect ratio.
It is thus obvious that an increase in the wing aspect ratio will result in a rise of both
endurance and range. Therefore, by tailoring the wing geometry through morphing
concepts, its lift and drag characteristics can be adjusted to a variety of missions or
flight segments.
Sofla et al.[111] classify the wing morphing concepts into three major types:
1. Planform alternation,
2. Out-of-plane transformation,
3. Airfoil adjustment.
The planform alternation is performed through the wing area resizing by changing
parameters including the span, chord length, and sweep angle. The out-of-plane
transformations include the wing twist, the chord and span-wise camber changes.
The airfoil adjustment regroups designs that can alter the wing profile with no
significant change in the wing camber; the wing thickness control comes under this
category. Figure 3.3 shows the classification mentioned above.
Figure 3.3: Classification for shape morphing of wing [111].
3.2 Wing Planform Alternations
The planform alternation can be realized by tailoring the win span, chord length,
and sweep angle as shown in Figure 3.3. Thus, the wing sweep and span changes
are designed to alter the wing configuration of an aerial vehicle for various flight
conditions.
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3.2.1 Wing Span Morphing
The telescoping wing design was proposed as an approach for the wing span change.
It is known that the telescoping wing design is equivalent to the concept of changing
the lift with conventional chord-wise flaps except that the span-wise flap increases
the span and the area instead of only the camber. Additionally, it increases the
aspect ratio; thus, improving efficiency and safety significantly.
In 1931, Ivan Makhonine’s [20] telescoping wing concept produced the MAK-10 with
an outer wing section telescoping into the inner section to reduce the span and the
wing area for a high speed cruise. The wing is extended for economic cruise and
landing. The sliding wing of the MAK-10 was actuated pneumatically combined
with a manual stand-by system.
Recently, Blondeau et al.[112] realized the morphing of the aspect ratio of a wing
using an inflatable telescopic spar. Their design consisted of three segmented tele-
scopic wing with inflatable actuators replacing the traditional spars. These pneu-
matic spars consisted of three concentric cylindrical aluminum tubes that could
achieve variation span configurations. The alignment of the sliding tubes was en-
sured using ceramic linear bearings. The prototype achieved a change of 114% of
the wing aspect ratio. The wing maximum value of the lift to drag ratio (L/D) was
approximately 15% higher than its rigid fixed wing counterpart when fully extended.
Currently, Gevers Aircraft Inc. [22] holds a patent of the telescoping wing design.
The proposed aircraft, the Genesis, is expected to cruise over 450 km/h and stall at
a velocity of approximately 101 km/h with the wing fully extended. The advantages
of the Genesis wings when they are retracted include:
1. A span reduction raises the wing strength to aerobatic rating,
2. A higher stiffness and resistance to bending and twist enhancing flutter resis-
tant,
3. A small wing area improves the flight quality in rough air conditions,
4. The hangar space is minimized,
5. The drag reduction improves the speed and the efficiency,
while the advantages of the wings when they are extended include:
1. The rate of climb is improved, especially during single engine operation,
2. The endurance for instance during search and rescue operations or surveillance
is improved,
3. The range is improved,
4. The touchdown speed is lowered,
5. Takeoff and landing lengths are reduced.
Nevertheless, challenges faced by this concept include the ability of the structure
to resist bending under the loading due to large wing deflections, a weight penalty,
actuator issues, and the energy required to drive the system. Due to an increase
in the parasitic drag caused by discontinuous seams, telescoping wings have a lower
aerodynamic efficiency (lift to drag ratio) than rigid fixed-wings [90].
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3.2.2 Inflatable Wing Concept
In 1950s, Goodyear produced the first successful inflatable wings on their inflato-
plane [45]. New materials address issues of leaking and deflation. Such wings can
be constructed of rigidizable fabric composites that harden, after deployment and
exposure to ultra violet radiation, or of rugged woven materials to prevent dam-
age. Thus, simply inflatable wings require constant pressurization to maintain their
shape, while inflatable/rigidizable wings harden into a persistent shape once inflated.
The simply inflatable wings present a smooth surface compared to the rigidizable
wings. This characteristic has a significant influence on the aerodynamic character-
istics of the wing in terms of a higher lift and lower drag coefficients as it can be
seen in Figure 3.5.
The first use of inflatable wings in a UAV was applied to the Apteron vehicle that
was developed in the 1970s by ILC Dover, Inc. Apteron had a 1.55 m wingspan, 373
W engine, 3.18 kg gross weight and was remotely controlled via elevons mounted on
the trailing edge. It was successfull flight tested, but was never put into production
[113].
Recently, Simpson et al.[114] designed and constructed non-rigidizable inflatable
wings to provide the roll control through the wing camber morphing. This is referred
to as wing warping. Since the wings were non-rigid, it was possible to manipulate
their shape to induce a roll moment. The wing design took advantage of the presence
of internal span-wise baﬄes (inflation cavities) to maintain the structural stiffness
at a lower internal pressure. The outer wing and internal baﬄes were constructed
from high strength fibers such as Kevlar.
Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), Electro-Active Polymers (EAP), and servo actuated
systems represent good actuator candidates for inflatable wings. Cadogan et al.[115],
for example, used SMA wires integrated to a multi-functional inflatable aerial vehi-
cle. They actuated the aft end of the wing to achieve changes in section camber,
leading to the aircraft roll control.
Benefits of inflatable wings include wing morphing to alter aerodynamic character-
istics in-flight, stowing when the wing is not in use to keep the vehicle size small,
robustness, low mass, and low deployment time. Their applications include UAVs
such as High Altitude Long Endurance (HALE) vehicles. The wing planform can
be either full or partial span design, allowing a large design space and possible mis-
sion adaptability. These wings are deployed to either provide new lifting surfaces
or change the geometry of rigid lift surfaces. Their deployment increases both the
span and wing area, hence, the aspect ratio of the wing. This deployment can occur
in a relatively short time depending on the size of the wing and on the type of the
inflation system.
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Figure 3.4 illustrates the deployment in-flight of NASA Dryden I2000 [56] inflat-
able wing. Nitrogen gas pressurization of 1380-1725 kPa was applied to maintain a
suitable wing strength and stiffness for the Dryden I2000.
Apart from the use as a stand alone aerodynamic surface on a morphing UAV, the
inflatable system can also be used as an aspect ratio increasing device on a larger
aircraft to enable a more radical change in the wing configuration. This technique
improves the system efficiency across changing flight regimes, allowing the transition
from a high speed target approach to a low speed loitering [47].
Figure 3.4: In-flight deployment of I2000 inflatable Wing [46].
Figure 3.5: Aerodynamic coefficients of an inflatable wing [12].
3.2.3 Sweep Angle Variation
The concept of variable sweep started during World War II with the variable wing
Messerschmitt P.1101 and was implemented by the US army on the Bell X-5 [21].
In this design, the aerodynamic forces on the wing are carried by a complex and
heavy pivoting mechanism. The concept attempts in the supersonic range to have
a small compact wing for high speed flights and one with larger area and span for
takeoff climb and cruising. The design allows an aircraft to vary its aspect ratio and
thickness to chord ratio (fineness ratio) to optimize the configuration for different
flight Mach numbers [25].
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This concept may be implemented using one of the three approaches including:
1. The whole wing outboard of fuselage moves,
2. The outer part of the wings moves,
3. The wings, when swept back are integrated with the tailplane to form a delta
surface.
Generally, an increase of the sweep angle improves the aerodynamic performance at
high speed regimes. Additionally, it significantly increases the flight envelope of an
aircraft originally designed for low speed flights. However, the structural morphing
is traditionally realized through complex and heavy mechanisms composed of pivots.
These pivots must bear bending and torsion loads; they tend to be heavy due to
their thickness, reducing thus the overall effectiveness of the design. The wing sweep
mechanism of F-14 fighter is depicted in Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.6: F-14 wing sweep mechanism [23].
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The characteristics of variable sweep concept include [24]:
1. Delay in the drag rise. Thus, the subsonic speed and high altitude cruise
speeds are increased.
2. Lower subsonic drag. Consequently, supersonic speeds can be reached without
excessively low thickness ratios or high wing loading.
3. Lower lift slope. This implies a higher approach and cruise attitude, and a
reduction in gust sensitiveness at high speed.
Nevertheless, the variable sweep concept involves difficulties including structural
thickness, significantly high wing loadings and transonic and supersonic trim diffi-
culties [19]. To eliminate penalties associated with this concept, the oblique wing
approach was developed. The oblique wing flies supersonically with one wing swept
forward and the other swept backward. At low speeds, the wing changes to an
unswept design for a better subsonic efficiency. It is known to have a lower super-
sonic wave drag than conventionally designed symmetrically swept wings. Addition-
ally, when flying at low speeds, the unswept wing has a higher efficiency than swept
wings. An oblique wing can vary the wing sweep with a single pivot that is primar-
ily loaded in tension, trading the aspect ratio for the fineness ratio by sweeping one
wing tip forward and the other wing tip backward. Furthermore, the asymmetric
sweep can increase the fineness ratio of the wing more significantly than a symmetric
sweep design [25].
NextGen Aeronautics [59] developed UAVs based on scissors mechanism resulting in
a variable sweep falling into the range of 15 to 35 degrees in-flight. NextGen’s UAV
is reviewed in section 3.5.
Alternatively, Friswell et al.[27] successfully demonstrated the use of unsymmetrical
laminated composites to realize a variable sweep wing for morphing UAV appli-
cations. Their numeric analysis identified the bifurcation point referred to as a
snapping point at which the geometry changes. This confirms the possibility of
eliminating mechanical joints to obtain different geometries. In their design, the
wing spars are made of bi-stable composites. When a bending moment is applied on
the spar, it causes the spar to snap to a second stable position around the bifurcation
point which acts as a hinge. Therefore, the application of multistable composites
simplify the complex mechanical systems required to modify the geometry of con-
ventional wings [44]. However, the use of bi-stable composite materials may suffer
from fatigue at the bifurcation point. Furthermore, the compliance of the wing skin
may interfere with the snapping motion [111]. Multi-stable composite materials are
reviewed in Chapter 5.
3.3 Out-Of-Plane Transformations
An alternative approach to modifying the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing is
to alter the wing out of its original plane. Several researches [83, 30, 111] have
shown the potential of smart materials to accomplish the out-of-plane alternation of
a morphing wing through camber change. This section presents the wing camber,
chord, and twist controls.
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3.3.1 Camber And Chord Control
In the camber control approach, the adaptive airfoil can alter its camber to ob-
tain the desired lift. This eliminates the need for conventional control surfaces.
Experimental and computational results show a high promise for variable camber
geometries [31]. Camber change is performed either by the reconfiguration of the
wing internal structure or the alternation of the wing skin. However, variable geom-
etry airfoils such as the one developed for the Mission Adaptive Wing (MAW) [48]
are complex structurally and consequently heavy and maintenance intensive.
Recently, Diaconu et al.[49] intensively investigated the use of bi-stable or multi-
stable structures as a morphing approach for the airfoil chord and camber changes.
The bi-stability behaviour of the composite is the result of the simultaneous effects of
residual stress resulting from cooling and the non-linear deflections in the structure
[50]. In Diaconu’s design, such a bi-stable composite plate was embedded chord-wise
and vertically in the airfoil cross section. This plate snapped from one stable position
to another under moments applied alternatively by actuators on the edges of the
laminate. Thus, the chord-wise composite member controlled the airfoil camber,
while the vertical element altered its chord length.
Furthermore, Ursache et al.[52] demonstrated that by using structures that are act-
ing in the post-buckling regime, it is possible to obtain significant changes in shape
with very modest changes in the applied load. Thus, by making use of non-linear
structural responses, camber control of deformable airfoils can be achieved by us-
ing a carefully designed pre-loaded internal spinal structure. Such a structure is
expected to move through the desired shape changes under the control of a single
actuator. This actuator will deliver aerodynamic characteristics that match a set of
pre-specified target shapes and also give improved aero-elastic properties.
Sofla et al.[132] developed a series of SMA-actuated flexural structures which could
be used to deform wing sections. Their actuated structures were based on a concept
called antagonistic flexural unit cell (AFC). In this concept, a pair of one-way SMA
actuators are placed at either side of a highly flexible unit core structure with large
in-plane stiffness. The contraction of one SMA actuator upon heating results in the
extension of the opposing SMA actuator mechanically. The contraction by heating
of the now-extended actuator, later in the cycle, reverses the actuation.
High authority shape morphing beams can be made by the linear replication of
the AFCs. Such actuated beams can be used to make reconfigurable wing boxes
for shape morphing wing structures. Although the slow cooling rate of the SMA
actuation is not appropriate for the flight control applications, the achievable aero-
dynamic changes are still suitable for in-flight mission adaptation of the wing. The
AFC based actuated structures are attractive for wing morphing applications be-
cause the distributed SMA actuators carry aerodynamic loads and therefore reduce
the weight penalty. Additionally, the new wing shapes after the cooling of each SMA
actuator are retained without requiring power. This can eventually result in saving
fuel and increasing the aircraft endurance [111].
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Figure 3.7 illustrates a wing section prototype that is capable of undergoing
camber changes when actuated by antagonistic SMA actuators.
Figure 3.7: Chord-wise bending achieved by the heating of SMA strips in an antag-
onistic design. (a) Un-morphed and (b) morphed [133].
3.3.2 Wing Twist Control
In morphing via variable twist, the wing is configured to optimize the twist angle to
obtain low drag and high lift aerodynamic characteristics. Sofla et al.[111] report the
gradual changes of the airfoil chamber along the span as a method to create a con-
trollable twisting of the wing. In their design, an antagonistic wing was prototyped
using shape memory alloy (SMA) actuators. An antagonistic structure is based on
a pair of one-way SMA actuators as described in the previous section. Thus, the
wing undergoes twisting by the asymmetric actuation of its SMA actuators.
In an alternative approach, Mujahid et al.[116] controlled the roll of a mini UAV
by twisting its flexible wing. In their design, torque rods ran spanwise. These rods
were rotated separately by two servo-motors mounted in the fuselage. Commanding
a deflection of the servo induces the rods to rotate by acting against the wing leading
edge. Their results for flight characteristics for the roll and spinning showed that
the vehicle was easier to fly using morphing instead of the conventional rudder as
lateral directional effector.
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Figure 3.8 presents the twisting of a wing section using antagonistic SMA actuation.
Figure 3.8: Twisting of a wing section achieved by antagonistic SMA actuation. (a)
The left rib is flexed downward and right rib upward. (b) The left rib is actuated
upward and the right one downward [133].
Figure 3.9 illustrates the nominal wing and the morphed wing when each servo-motor
is commanded to its equal but opposite value.
Figure 3.9: Nominal wing (left) and morphed wing (right) [116].
Moreover, adaptive aero-elastic structures offer potential solutions to achieve wing
morphing through out-of-plane transformation. This approach uses the aerodynamic
forces acting upon the wing to provide the necessary forces and moments to bend
and twist the wing. These structures are reviewed in Chapter 5.
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3.4 Airfoil Profile Adjustments
An airfoil significantly influences the aerodynamic characteristics of any aircraft. By
tailoring the shape of the airfoil, the aircraft efficiency can be modified by tuning an
optimum airfoil configuration. Thus, if an airfoil section can be changed accordingly
with the shift of flight conditions, benefits may result that include the improvements
of the Mach number, aerodynamic efficiency, aerodynamic performances such as
the range, endurance, and the expansion of the flight envelope. The airfoil profile
adjustments to alter the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing, as described in
Figure 3.3, reshap the wing profile with no significant change of its camber. Austin
el at.[117] developed a theoretical method which was experimentally validated. Their
purpose was to control the static shape of flexible structures by employing internal
translational actuators. In their design, 14 linear actuators were attached diagonally
to form a wing rib structure as depicted in Figure 3.10. The diagonal elements are
translational actuators that expand and contract to deform the airfoil. A prototype
of the adaptive rib with the actuators was constructed to demonstrate the shape-
control concept.
Figure 3.10: Airfoil profile control [117].
Dong el at.[118] designed and manufactured a changeable airfoil model using SMA
springs between the wing skin and its supporting wing-box. Thus, by changing the
constraint condition of the skins, they can achieve large deformation without over-
stepping their strain allowance. Shape memory alloy springs with the help of stop
structures were used to actuate accurately certain points on the skins to approach
the target airfoil. The wing-box consisted of rigid steel ribs and spars. The covering
skin was allowed to slide over a cushion at the leading edge spar as illustrated by
Figure 3.11. Cushions were used in order to avoid dislocation between the skins
which were level with that of the tailing edge box. The resizing of the SMA spring
length upon heating and cooling could alter the wing thickness.
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Figure 3.11: Position of the wing skins [118].
Table 3.2 summarizes actuation and skin types associated to a typical wing morph-
ing.
Table 3.2: Morphing concepts, actuation and skin types.
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3.5 Morphing UAVs
Several researchers [111, 114, 115, 118] have investigated, designed and prototyped
morphing UAVs. The two most successfull flight-tested vehicles are described in this
section.
A large scale of wing morphing is achieved using either rigid mechanisms or smart
materials embedded in the wing structures. Rigid mechanisms were used to achieve
large shape changes in DARPA [2] morphing program under which NextGen Aero-
nautics and Lockheed Martin built full-scale wind-tunnel models as well as the
subscale flying models. Lockheed’s morphing concept is performed by folding the
wings upwards and inwards to reduce its area and increase the sweep for a high-
speed dash. In contrast, NextGen uses a movable scissors structure, covered with
a flexible silicone skin reinforced with metal mesh, enabling the wing to reduce in
area as it is swept back.
As a result of their intensive investigations, the first in-flight demonstration of a
shape changing, or morphing wing was performed by NextGen with the UAV named
MFX-1 [59]. The geometry change was implemented using an internal electro-
mechanical actuation system. Approximately 200% change in aspect ratio, 70%
change in area, 40% change in span, while independently controlling the sweep and
area, and a wing sweep varying from 15 degrees to 35 degrees were demonstrated
at various flight speeds around 50 m/s [96]. The model has a 3 meters semi-span
when fully extended; but it reduces to 2.2 meters when the wing is retracted for high
speed flights [61]. This successful test represents the first step in the development
of a morphing UAV whose wing geometry can be rapidly and reversibly changed to
optimize the aircraft for dramatically different flight conditions.
Following their previous success, NextGen completed the first autonomous flights of
a morphing unmanned aerial vehicle named MFX-2 [59], a scaled version of MFX-1
weighting 135 kg and powered by twin-jet engines. The MFX-2 is capable of inde-
pendently varying the wing area and sweep. The flight tests were the demonstrations
of the morphing technology for a Hunter-Killer (Predator B) UAV, combining the
loiter endurance of a surveillance platform with the high-speed dash capability of an
attack aircraft. MFX-2 has the ability to create substantial in-plane shape changes
and a surface area reduction to transform the wing from an efficient, high-aspect-
ratio loiter shape to an efficient, swept, reduced-wing-area transonic, low altitude
dash shape [62]. Its wing has flexible, stretchable skin panels attached to an ar-
ticulated lattice structure with actuators in the joints. Thus, morphing is achieved
through the adjustable framework to allow in-plane reconfiguration of highly flexible
skins and internal components that create wing area and span changes, including
changing leading edge sweep to control aerodynamic drag [62].
The variable geometry wing has the ability to move between five different wing
planforms as illustrated in Figure 3.12. An increase of 36% in the aerodynamic
efficiency from the cruise flight to the loiter configuration is noticeable from Figure
3.12, while the wing surface increases 51% from the cruise regime to dash maneuver
configuration. The wing mechanism is described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.12: NextGen’s morphing wing planform configurations [62].
Lockheed’s morphing UAV was designed to investigate interactions between aero-
dynamics and structures (an aero-elasticity analysis and testing research and devel-
opment project). This design uses wing folding in several positions to reduce the
wetted area and change the sweep at critical points in the mission [62]. The flight
tests demonstrate long loiter time and high dash speed in a single shape-changing
aircraft. The hinges of the folding wing are covered by flexible silicone skins, and
small flaps on the inboard leading edges close the gaps between the inward-folded
wing and the fuselage. This flap is the first surface to be powered by a thermo-
polymer actuator which can fit inside the wing thin leading edge. The model has a
2.9 meters semi-span when unfolded for loiter and a 1.8 meters when folded for high
speed flights [61].
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Figure 3.13 shows the folding wing concept with wings fully extended and re-
tracted. The wing mechanism is described in Chapter 5.
Figure 3.13: Lockheed’s folding wing concept [62].
Chapter 4
Actuators And Sensors
This Chapter presents sensors and actuators. Additionally, it reviews the common
smart materials. Smart materials require power supply or temperature regulation
to induce deformations and maintain a stable state.
4.1 Fiber Optic Sensors
In 1990s, Dunphy et al.[42] identified number of benefits in combining optical fibers
and composites. Compared with other sensing methods, optical fibers provide sev-
eral compelling advantages. One of the most important benefit is their immunity
to electro-magnetic interference. This eliminates the need for the costly and heavy
shielding normally required to minimize electrical noise picked up when using electri-
cally active sensors. Additionally, fiber optic sensors provide a high bandwidth, high
sensitivity, and high dynamic range measurement capability. Additional advantages
of this technology include fatigue, corrosion resistance, and the inherent strength of
glass fibers [40]. These features enable fiber optic sensors to perform efficiently in
extremely hostile environments of high temperatures, erratic vibrations, and shock
loadings. The use of optical fiber technology with smart structures enables both the
realization of multiplexed arrays of fiber sensors inter-connected by other fibers and
the implementation of distributed sensors. Thus, Wood [43] mentioned the fiber
Bragg grating sensor as an example in spacecraft application.
Recently, Yin et al.[40] distinguishes two basic classes of fiber optic sensors referred
to as extrinsic optic sensors and intrinsic sensors. They are embedded into or at-
tached to materials during the manufacturing process to enhance process control
systems, augment the non-destructive evaluation once the parts have been made.
Additionally, they form health and damage assessment systems once the parts have
been assembled into the structures, and enhance control systems.
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A basic fiber optic smart structure system is depicted by Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Basic fiber optic smart structure system [40].
In the figure above, fiber optic smart structure systems consist of optical fiber sensors
embedded or attached to parts. These parts sense environmental effects that are
multiplexed and directed down. The effects are then sent through an optical or
electronic signal processor. The signal processor in turn feeds the information to a
control system that may or may not act on the information via a fiber link to an
actuator.
4.2 Smart Materials
Advances in material technology have enabled the development of devices which can
serve as both sensors and actuators. By integrating these devices into a structure
together with a controller, the material becomes “Smart”. In fact, the materials
themselves are not “smart” since they passively react to an input rather than mak-
ing decisions. By incorporating actuators within a composite structure to make the
structure bend, the concept of shape control or morphing can be implemented. A
smart structure should possess the ability to sense its internal and external environ-
ment. It should then be able to communicate the sensory signals via appropriate
pathways (Figure 4.1) to one or several signal processing and control modules, where
the information is analyzed and appropriate actions are decided. If necessary, the
decisions must be conveyed to actuators incorporated within the structure, which
respond by altering its characteristics such as the shape, size, stiffness, position, or
natural frequency [41].
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The actuators incorporated in the composite wing structure may induce the wing
twist, camber shaping and control surface deformations. Additionally, these materi-
als may produce structures with variable stiffness. The aerodynamic efficiency of a
control surface may also be controlled and improved by changing the flow conditions
over the lifting surface. The expected benefits from such concepts include a reduced
drag over a broad range of flight conditions, increased payload, greater range, im-
proved aerodynamic performance, and improved stealth characteristics [35].
It is common to classify smart materials as:
(a) Intrinsically adaptive materials. This category includes Shape Memory
Alloys (SMA) and Shape Memory Polymers (SMP). When stimulated, these
materials are subjected to transformations in their molecular or microscopic
structures. These transformations induce changes in material mechanical prop-
erties.
(b) Active materials. This class includes electro-active polymers (EAP), Piezo-
electric ceramics (PZT), and magnetostrictive materials. They act as trans-
ducers converting electrical, magnetic, or thermal energy into a mechanical
energy.
The material choice depends on the specific morphing purpose. If the morphing is
dedicated to flight control, the morphing system should exhibit [55]:
1. Relatively fast dynamic,
2. Capability to operate over a wide range of flight conditions,
3. High reliability,
4. Capability of repetitive actuation,
5. Robustness against uncertainties and disturbances such as gust loads,
6. Low power consumption.
Therefore, the ideal material should respond quickly to the external stimuli, be
capable of large and recoverable free strains, transform effectively the input energy
into mechanical energy. Additionally, it should not be affected by fatigue issues.
The use of smart materials simplifies mechanical systems and thus reduces operat-
ing costs. Moreover, it significantly expands the functionality or operating range so
that a single system can have multiple uses with a substantial adaption to different
conditions. Furthermore, these materials increase the resilience of the system by im-
proving diagnostics, addressing unforeseen problems, and enabling new capabilities.
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Table 4.1 reports the main characteristics of the most common smart materi-
als in terms of maximum free strain, maximum stress, deformation energy density,
efficiency, and relative speed of response.
Table 4.1: Most common smart materials [54].
From the table above, SMAs and SMPs can undergo large free strains1 and exhibit
large blocking forces2. Nevertheless, they have a slow response and a limited effi-
ciency. PZT and single crystal Piezo-ceramics exhibit a much lower free strain but
they are capable of producing quite high blocking forces, and sensibly more efficient.
1Free displacement or free strain refers to the maximum displacement an actuator can develop
when there is no restraint against it.
2Blocking force refers to the maximum force an actuator can develop when it is reacting against
a fixed constraint.
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Electro-active polymers exhibit good properties, although they can produce low
blocking stress [55]. Whilst hydraulic actuators can develop large displacements,
they have a low blocking force. Piezo-electric stack actuators can develop large
forces but they cannot induce large displacements.
Bending type actuators provide high displacements of the order of 1mm with low
blocking force about 0.5N . The stack actuators provide low displacements of the
order of 1µm with high blocking force appropriately 1kN . These two actuator types
represent the extreme ends of the current Piezo-electric actuation technology. In the
intermediate range, there is a deficiency of the actuator designs that would provide
high displacement with high blocking force in the frequency range of few kilohertz
[66].
4.3 Shape Memory Alloys
Modern morphing research intends to identify, explore and prototype new materials
or mechanisms for active deformations of a high performance vehicle wings with the
ultimate goal of a fully integrated adaptive wing structure for shape and maneuver
control, performance improvements, stability augmentation, gust load alleviation,
and health and usage monitoring [36]. Therefore, in the new approach to morph a
wing efficiently, scientists and engineers envision a wing that will sense its environ-
ment and adapt its shape to perform optimally in a wide range of flight conditions
[37]. Such a wing will spread out on command using shape memory metal alloys or
other novel smart materials. It is expected that the material of the wing itself will
bend to create the new shape.
Shape memory alloys (SMAs) are metallic alloys which undergo solid-to-solid phase
transformations induced by appropriate temperature and/or stress changes. During
these changes, the materials can recover permanent strains. Such alloys include
NiTi, NiTiCu, and CuAlNi [53]. They have the unusual property of snapping back
to their original shape with a high force when a certain amount of heat is applied.
Therefore, any shape can be modeled into the alloy as its original shape. These
alloys are effective for low frequency applications. They have been utilized to realize
the hingeless control surfaces in the Smart Wing program of DARPA [48].
The shape memory materials exhibit some novel performances including sensoring
(thermal, stress or field), large stroke actuation, high damping, adaptive responses,
shape memory, and super-elasticity capability which can be utilized in various en-
gineering approaches to smart systems.
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4.4 Piezo-Electric Materials
Piezo-electric materials are able to produce an electrical response when mechanically
stressed and inversely a high precision motion can be obtained with the application
of an electrical current. Developments in adaptive composite structures, by incorpo-
rating integrated Piezo-electric elements, open the possibility to adaptively modify
the behavior of a structure. This offers potential benefits in a wide range of engineer-
ing applications including wing morphing, vibration damping, precision positioning,
and buckling control. Piezo-electric materials are the most popular because their
bandwidth covers most of the important aero-elastic modes [36].
4.4.1 Active Fiber Composites
Active fiber composites (AFC) constituted of unidirectional Piezo-electric ceramic
fibers sandwiched between two electrodes and embedded in a polymer matrix present
major advantages over conventional Piezo-electric materials like ceramics and poly-
mers. AFCs provide a novel method for large scale actuation and sensing in active
structures. They have demonstrated distinct advantages over current monolithic
Piezo-ceramic actuators. These advantages include [36]:
1. Higher planar actuation strains,
2. A directional actuation or tailorable orthotropic actuation,
3. A robustness to damage,
4. A conformability to curved surfaces,
5. A potential for large area distributed actuation/sensing systems.
4.4.2 Macro Fiber Composite
The Macro Fiber Composite (MFC) proposed by NASA [39] is a material expected
to act like muscles and nerves. It can be attached to a structure to bend it, reduce the
vibrations and monitor the forces. The composite material is composed of ceramic
fibers that can bend when a current is applied to them. By applying voltage to the
MFC, the ceramic fibers change shape to expand or contract and turn the resulting
force into a bending or twisting action on the material. Likewise, voltage is generated
in proportion to the force applied to the MFC material. The material also generates
a current when it is vibrated or flexed.
Chapter 5
Structure Solutions
This Chapter introduces the factors that need to be considered when designing a
morphing structure. Additionally, it reviews the structural solutions to achieve the
morphing of a planform. The two last sections of this Chapter discuss the limitations
set by the square-cube law on the use of materials in term of scalability and address
the control issues of morphing vehicles.
5.1 Design Aspects of Morphing Structures
As mentioned earlier, the wing is mainly responsible for the aerodynamic loads
acting on the aircraft. Hence, most of research on morphing aircraft investigates
the possibility of effectively changing the wing geometry. The design of a morphing
aircraft is a multidisciplinary and interactive process since the idea is to design a
structure that is capable of withstanding predetermined loads and to change its
shape in order to bear random loads during operation.
McGowan [12] mentioned design key factors including weight as a primary require-
ment, followed by functionality since each mission and therefore the associated ve-
hicle has different requirements and constraints. Figure 5.1 illustrates the smart
morphing design concept which is the interaction of conflicting design perspectives
including flight control, aero-elasticity and power requirements. For instance, the
engines supplying the system power are expected to be efficient at low and high
speed operations at any altitude. The actuator performance power and actuator
force capability are essential to design success. The size, weight and volume of the
actuators are important factors [62].
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Figure 5.1: Morphing smart design concept [98].
Morphing can be implemented using motors or complex mechanisms distributed
through the wing. However, to reduce the complexity of the structure, the actuation
system consisting of active materials should be embedded in the structure so that
no clear distinction can be made between the structure and actuation systems.
Therefore, what is envisaged to produce and carry the loads is also capable to
change its own shape or a limited part of it. Thus, design considerations should
include [78]:
(a) Aerodynamic vs. structural shaping: It ranges from pure aerodynamics
(synthetic jets) to the heavily structural conforming flap.
(b) Static vs. dynamic: This will determine the working “bandwidth” of the
morphing structure by considering how fast is the shape change required and
how often it needs to be changed. Thus, the speed and the frequency at which
the shape change occurs are significant design parameters. Slow, quasi-static
changes may be sufficient for some missions; rapid changes to increase aircraft
maneuverability will make future morphing aircraft even more capable [32].
(c) Small vs. large deformation: This should clarify how several degrees equiv-
alent rotation and strain levels are induced by the morphing. Small and large
morphing have been discussed in Chapter 3.
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It is obvious that prior to morphing there is no actuation and the wing exhibits
a high stiffness state. However, during morphing, a minimal actuation is required
and the wing is in a low stiffness state with changes in aerodynamic loads and
actuation forces. Following the morphing, the system returns to its initial conditions
of actuation and stiffness. The structural integrity of the wing must be preserved
under all circumstances.
Depending on the expected performance, the following elements should be consid-
ered [98]:
(a) Extent of the shape change,
(b) Type of actuation,
(c) External work,
(d) Evaluation of deformation energy involved,
(e) Speed of actuation,
(f) Evaluation of power required,
(g) Level of reliability needed,
(h) Actuation occurrence,
(i) Necessity to operate in different conditions.
Moreover, optimization investigations can be performed for drag reduction [29, 99,
100, 101] and to minimize the power needed for actuation [17].
5.2 Multi-Stable Composite Materials
To minimize the structural weight and the complexity of a flying vehicle, composite
materials provide a promising solution. Generally, composite materials present high
specific strength and stiffness ratios. The high degree of design flexibility of fiber
reinforced composites has increased their applications in aerospace structures. This
is due to their superior performance compared to metals. It is known that the
properties of a composite depend on factors including the choice of the constituent
materials, the method of combining them, and the process of fabrication. This
design flexibility, though complex, enables the designer to tailor the material to
obtain a desired structural response. Subsequently, to obtain a span-wise morphing
wing using flexible matrix composite (FMC), it is common to orientate the fibers
along the chord, with the matrix direction aligned along the span as depicted in
Figure 5.2. This configuration produces large strains at low actuation force and the
fibers provide reinforcement and out-of-plane load carrying ability. In contract, for
chord or camber changes, the fibers are orientated along the span while the matrix
direction is aligned with the chord. This direction may undergo large strains at low
actuation force. Thus, the fibers aligned with the span provide reinforcement and
out-of-plane load carrying ability [78].
However, these basic orientations are weak to resist shear loading. Therefore, the
stacking sequences of the laminate should consider orientations including 45 degrees.
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Figure 5.2: One dimensional morphing concept [78].
Generally, fiber reinforced flexible matrix composites utilize the high elongation ca-
pability of elastomers such as polyurethane to withstand large strains in the matrix
material while retaining strength and stiffness in the fiber direction. One of the
potential applications of FMCs is the construction of flexurally compliant, torsion-
ally stiff composite drive-shafts [97]. Thermoplastic elastomers including elastane,
a member of alternative thermoplastic polyesters, polyethylene and polyurethane
elastomers possess a high chemical adjustability with good robust mechanical prop-
erties. These materials together with Shape Memory Polymers (SMP) are good
candidate materials for smart skins.
It is known that bi-stable composites exhibit large deformations but only require
low actuation forces. This makes them in the current form difficult to be used as
morphing skins since aerodynamic loads may be greater than the forces needed to
snap the laminates from one stable configuration to the other [103].
Actuator and sensor technologies require energy to change and maintain the morphed
shape. Thus, their use implies a continuous electric power supply or temperature
regulation for operation. Therefore, recent research [27, 28, 57] indicates that multi-
stable composite materials are a promising technology to the structure morphing.
These structures consist of non-symmetric fiber reinforced laminated composites.
They possess the ability to remain in a natural equilibrium following the occurrence
of change in shape. It is known that if a composite laminate does not have any
symmetrical stacking sequence, thermally induced stresses develop during the curing
process and cause an out-of-plane curvature as the laminate cools to its operational
temperature [57]. These stresses are caused by thermal effects, moisture absorption
and chemical shrinkage. The out-of-plane curvature can be tailored by adjusting
the stacking sequences and ply thickness. Depending on the plate geometry, the
thermally induced stresses may cause the laminate to have more than one stable
configuration or shape. Therefore, morphing can be obtained by alternating between
these states.
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The main advantage of using these structures is that they will maintain one of the
stable shapes with the need of no force holding them in that position. This means
that power is required only to transform the structure from one stable configuration
to another. Hence, they can carry loads in both states as long as they do not reach
the critical snap-through load. Figure 5.3 illustrates examples of bi-stable materials.
Figure 5.3: Bi-stable composite materials [88].
If composite materials with multiple stable states are to be used for morphing air-
craft, adequate actuation system must be defined so that these materials may snap
from one stable state to another. Thus, in his PhD dissertation, Schultz [119] used
Piezo-electric patches (Macro Fibre Composite (MFC)) bonded to the surface of the
laminate to induce snap-through with a shear force. Schultz successfully produced
a morphing laminate based on the MFC actuator and obtained good predictions of
the snap-through loads for a patch bonded in the middle of the plate. Additionally,
Schultz et al.[120] discussed the concept of using a Piezo-ceramic actuator bonded
to a side of a two-layer asymmetric cross-ply laminate to provide the moments nec-
essary to snap the laminate from one stable equilibrium shape to another. Their
experimentally measured stable shapes of the laminate-actuator combination were
predicted very well using a model, and the predicted actuation voltage needed to
initiate the snap-through behavior was reasonably close to the experimental value.
Schultz et al model is reviewed in Chapter 6. Furthermore, Dano and Hyer [121] but
also Hufenbach et al.[122] used shape memory alloy (SMA) wires to apply a bend-
ing moment to a plate as a demonstration of the snapping-through of multi-stable
composite materials for morphing applications. These wires require to be heated in
their operating ranges.
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Friswell et al.[28] investigated a variable sweep wing concept based on bi-stable
composite spars. The wing-box in their design consisted of two spars with an inter-
connected truss-rib structure. Applying a bending moment on the spar caused the
spar to snap to a second stable position. The snapping point therefore acts as a
hinge. The actuation type used was not mentioned in their work. In an electronic
mail correspondence with the author, Professor Friswell comments the difficulties
encountered in the actuation of multi-stable composites. This correspondence is
quoted below:
" Actuating the multi-stable structures is very difficult. For multi-stable plates
there has been some work involving SMAs or Piezo-electric patches, but the big
problem is that actuating plates using actuators on the plate surface is very difficult
and requires large strains and/or high stresses. Some of the concepts we tried at
Bristol involved plates - for example the winglet - but generally we didn’t consider
excitation - in the case of the winglet the aerodynamic load was used. We also looked
at more general multi-stable structures (for example the trailing edge) - although we
didn’t build a system with actuators. For 3D structures there are more possibilities
to include conventional actuators within the internal volume of the structures -
although we didn’t get that far. The thrust of the work at Bristol was to develop
tools to model the multi-stable behaviour.
You can see there is still a lot of work to do before multi-stable structures could be
used in aircraft!"
5.3 Adaptive Aero-Elastic Structures
The adaptive aero-elastic structures approach uses the aerodynamic forces acting
upon the wing to provide the forces and moments to bend and twist the wing. Thus,
the structure contains no actuator. Generally, these structures exploit the energy
on the fluid (aerodynamic forces), rather than directly using the smart actuators to
change the shape of the wing. In this solution, the airfoil camber may be controlled
through the shear center position and stiffness tailoring. Nevertheless, the adaptive
internal structures concept is inadequate for high frequency applications including
flutter or buffet load suppression. The approach is best applied to the tip end of
the lifting surface where the structural stiffness is less and the influence upon the
aerodynamic forces is significant. Additionally, some elements of the wing internal
structure would need to be adaptive [104].
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5.3.1 Variable Geometry Truss
The Variable Geometry Truss (VGT) is a statically determinate truss that contains
some members capable of length variation. A schematic diagram of a simplest VGT
unit is shown in Figure 5.5. It consists of top and bottom rigid triangular sections,
ABC and A1B1C1, which are connected to the mid section DEF by six fixed length
bars, respectively. The mid section is composed of three variable length members,
DE, EF and FD. The relative positions between top and bottom triangles can be
varied by changing the length of DE, EF and FD. A chain of such members can form
a long beam which can be shortened, elongated or tilted. The VGT can almost be
directly used as front and rear spars as depicted in Figure 5.4. A synchronised
elongation of all the actuated members leads to the shortening of both front and
rear spars. This results in the shortening of the wing. More complex motion of the
actuated members can cause upwards or downwards motion of the wing. Moreover,
because the top and the bottom triangles remain rigid, the units can be easily
connected with rigid trusses so that the shape changing units can be placed only at
locations where shape changing is required [95].
Figure 5.4: Wing with two VGTs as spars [95].
Figure 5.5: Double octahedral VGT unit [95]
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5.3.2 Variable Stiffness Spar
The Variable Stiffness Spar (VSS) concept demonstrates the use of moving spars for
the aircraft roll control by rotating the spars as shown in Figure 5.7. Additionally,
the torsional stiffness of the wing and the position of the local shear center can be
controlled by moving the chord-wise position of a central spar as illustrated in Figure
5.6. As such, VSS is proposed in order to increase the maneuverability of a flexible
aircraft. A reduced torsional stiffness leads to larger deflections and reduced flutter
speeds [92]. This spar controls the wing torsional stiffness and twist to enhance the
roll performance.
Figure 5.6: Wing box with movable central spar [92].
The chord wise motion of the central spar not only alters the torsional stiffness but
also the location of the local shear center. The wing twist is reduced as the spar is
moved from forwards to aft. However, the bending stiffness remains constant.
Figure 5.7: Wing box with rotating leading and trailing edge spars [92].
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The rotation of the spars alters their bending stiffness in both vertical and horizontal
directions as well as the torsional stiffness and shear center location.
The cylindrical VSS as proposed by Chen et al.[123] consisted of a segmented spar
linked with hinges to the rib. The bending stiffness of their spar was different about
its normal axis at each cross section of the spar. Therefore, the bending stiffness of
the wing can be altered by rotating the spar about its own longitudinal axis. This
results in the twisting of the wing under load. Their spar was mechanically actuated.
This mechanical actuation system may cause an additional weight increase of the
entire structure. Therefore, Changho et al. [91] demonstrated successfully the use
of shape memory alloy spars for aero-elastic performance enhancement.
5.3.3 Bend-Twist Coupled Beams
An example of a coupled beam is a box beam so tailored that an imposed cantilever
load results in twisting as well as bending, although no torsional load is imposed.
Reversible behaviour would be exhibited if, in addition, an imposed torsional load
results in bending as well as twisting, although no cantilever load is imposed. Such a
structure is said to exhibit bend-twist coupling. The elastic coupling can be varied
over the span with composites by appropriate selection of ply angles, thicknesses
and the span-wise layup [93].
For conventional laminated composites constructed of orthotropic layers, the level
of anisotropy is determined by the fiber orientation with respect to the primary
loading direction. Therefore, the fibers oriented at an angle j, as shown in Figure
5.8, can be used to produce either bend-twist coupling or extension-twist coupling.
Bend-twist coupling requires the mirror lay-up as depicted by Figure 5.8(a) and the
helical layup, Figure 5.8(b), is required for extension-twist coupling to be exhibited.
In the case of coupled spars, it is considered beneficial to use braided planforms
rather than a more conventional lamination method.
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A key advantage in using braided planforms is the relative ease of manufac-
turing compared to conventional laminated composites. Moreover, the structural
box is continuous, and fatigue or damage tolerance performance is better than will
conventional laminated composites [94].
Figure 5.8: a) Layup for bend-twist coupling and b) layup for extension-twist cou-
pling [93].
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The use of a single braided pre-form would produce the helical layup as illustrated
in Figure 5.9(a). If, however, a single pre-form is cut and used in two halves to create
a double box beam, the mirror layup can be achieved as shown by Figure 5.9(b).
This is thought to be significantly more robust than the patch layup technique for
creating bend-twist coupling, which has joint strain incompatibilities and is prone
to delamination when exposed to cyclic loads. Figure 5.9(c) depicts a patch layup
[94].
Figure 5.9: a) Single box layup, b) double box layup and c) patch layup [93].
Distributed Piezo-electric materials are shown to be a very attractive element for the
control of vibration in flexible structures. Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) ceramic
and the orthotropic polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2 or PVDF) are widely used Piezo-
electric materials. Lee, in his PhD dissertation [124], showed that PVF2 laminae can
sense and produce both bending and twisting motions in laminated plates. However,
PVF2 is very compliant and available only in very thin forms; this makes it a poor
actuator candidate for most engineering applications. On the other hand, PZT
is very stiff and has larger Piezo-electric coefficients than PVF2 [125]. PZT is a
transversely isotropic material that can detect and generate only bending motion
when positioned parallel to the structure axes. To make PZT supply bending as well
as twisting motion, Park et al.[128] attached directionally rectangular patches on the
host structure surfaces. Yang and Bian [126] sensed experimentally and actuated the
bending and twisting motion in laminated plates by using embedded parallel PZT
patches. The patches supplied bending and twisting when they induced identical
and opposite strains, respectively.
5.3.4 Preloaded Internal Spine Structures
A deformable internal spinal structure can be used to achieve shape control with a
limited number of low-power actuators [93]. Buckling of structural members leads
to a reduction in their structural stiffness, hence, a reduction in the demand on
the actuator force to induce a given displacement. Bi-stability provides another
alternative approach to achieve a softer host structure against which actuators have
to work to produce a shape change.
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Post-buckling of single strut components has been successfully utilized to magnify
the performance of Piezo-electric actuators used to control a UAV with morphing
wing by Ursache et al [52]. They present a global shape control accomplished by
distorting a slender internal spinal structure. This structure is attached to a hyper-
elastic outer cladding that forms the aerodynamic surface of the morphed airfoil.
The approach proposed consists of a partially buckled simply supported Euler strut
subjected to an eccentric end load, as depicted in Figure 5.10. Such a strut, when
made of an isotropic material, takes up a half sine wave shape whose amplitude is
controlled by the end loading. Therefore, with an appropriate choice of material
properties, the buckled shape can be made to conform to the camber line of an
airfoil [93]. The actuation type used in their design was not identified.
Similarly, Vos et al.[83] used a new type of Piezo-electric flight control mechanism
which relied on axial precompression to magnify control deflections and forces si-
multaneously. Their Post-buckled precompressed bending actuator was oriented in
the plane of the 12% thick wing and mounted between the end of a tapered D-spar
at the 40% chord and a trailing-edge stiffener at the 98% chord. Furthermore, Phani
et al.[71] used Piezo-actuation system under three forms including a linear actua-
tor, composite beam, and a composite strut to deduce a closed-form relationship
between actuator force and displacement. The main advantage of such structures is
that a modest variation in the force applied can result in large deformations. Vos
and Phani models are reviewed in Chapter 6.
Figure 5.10: A beam column with eccentric load [52].
5.3.5 Kagome Lattice Structures
A Kagome lattice is an arrangement of laths composed of interlaced triangles such
that each point where two laths cross has four neighboring points. Figure 5.11
illustrates a planar Kagome lattice. Several researches [26, 38, 105] show that the
Kagome lattice has promise as the basis of active structures. Its shape can be
changed by linear actuators replacing some of the bars of the lattice. By altering
the length of these actuators changes the macroscopic shape of the structure.
Kagome trusses are special because they are statically indeterminate and are effec-
tively isotropic and stiff in-plane [103]. The feature making the Kagome planar truss
exceptional for actuation is that any of its members (if considered as pin-jointed)
can be actuated to achieve arbitrary in-plane nodal displacements with a minimal
internal resistance [38, 105].
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This attribute arises because the infinite, pin-jointed model satisfies most of the
requirements for static determinacy, permitting a minimal elastic energy storage in
bending even when the joints are welded. This truss is known to be of an infinite
planar truss amenable to assembly from repeat units having both isotropic stiffness
and the properties desired for actuation [105].
Such a truss pattern has several useful properties for morphing structures. In the
case of the three dimensional manifestation, two forms are possible: a Kagome plane
with solid face sheet and two Kagome face sheets connected by a double tetragonal
pattern core [26].
Hutchinson et al.[105] conclude that the single Kagome plate with solid face sheet
may be deformed via truss actuation to form any long wave-length deformation.
However, practical limits of actuation energy restrict deformations to small Gaussian
curvatures1. In the case of the twin Kagome face structure, it is suggested that no
restriction is placed upon the Gaussian curvature of the desired form. According
to [105], by removing the mid-plane symmetry from the structure, it is possible to
create a statically and kinematically determinate structure. Furthermore, by [26],
in the case of a finite Kagome truss, it is possible to add additional members to the
boundaries in order to make it both statically and kinematically determinate. An
airfoil was created in [26] using a repeating network of the Kagome lattice structure,
with upper and lower nodes displaced. Linear actuators replaced selected truss
sections to allow active camber control.
Figure 5.11: A planar Kagome lattice [38].
1Only surfaces that can be curved in both direction possess a Gaussian curvature which is defined
mathematically as the product of the extreme curvatures in the orthogonal principal directions.
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5.3.6 Auxetic Materials
Auxetic materials are cellular materials or structures composed of periodic or semi-
periodic cells in the three spatial directions with set topological connectivity [127].
They have a negative Poisson ratio and can be foams, ceramics, long fiber composites
or micro porous polymers as well as honeycomb. In honeycombs, the negative
Poisson’s ratio behaviour implies a stiffening geometric effect.
A chiral honeycomb structure is composed of circular elements (nodes) of equal ra-
dius joined by straight ligaments (ribs) which are tangent to the nodes [106]. This
structure provides compliance and allows a continuous deformation of the airfoil. As
a result of a Poisson ratio close to -1, chiral honeycomb allows large deflections, while
the material remains in elastic range [130]. The in-plane deformation mechanism
of the honeycomb is provided by the rotation of the nodes. This results into the
bending and axial deformation of the attached ligaments. This type of honeycomb is
dominated by in-plane properties rather than out-of-plane like a conventional hon-
eycomb. Such a structure presents advantages such as a high in-plane indentation
resistance, shear modulus, and compressive strength [107]. It also allows a high
deformability whilst still recovering its original dimensions.
Generally, a wing-box is mainly subjected to torsional and shear loads. These loads
are carried by internal structure such as spars and ribs, and the wing skin. The
hexa-chiral wingbox concept investigated in [106, 107] replaces the rib with a cellular
network. Such a honeycomb has in-plane special orthotropic properties, because of
the combined action of the bending of the ligaments and their axial deformation.
To assess the feasibility of having a completely passive morphing airfoil, without
using any external power supply or actuation system, Bornengo el at.[107] applied
their investigation of the hexa-chiral honeycomb to the wing of a race-car having an
Eppler 420 airfoil. Eppler420’s camber provides significant lift at low speed [130].
The problem faced by making passive morphing wing is to allow the internal struc-
ture to flex whilst still maintaining the structural integrity. They demonstrated
that the hexagonal chiral honeycomb internal layout of such an airfoil can achieve
passively the required deformation pattern in order to produce the desired aerody-
namic down-force. They evaluated the aerodynamic pressure distribution over the
airfoil using Vortex Lattice Method (VLM). VLM calculates the external aerody-
namic loading and transfers it into an equivalent structural loading applied to a
finite element model. This structural loading induces a global deformation of the
original airfoil profile. This deformation alters the aerodynamic configuration of
the wing of the race-car. The deformation mechanism, given by the rotation of the
circles and the combined bending and axial deformation of the ligaments, allows the
airfoil to undergo substantial displacements within the elastic range of the material.
This allows the airfoil to passively morph under aerodynamic loading. The shape of
the airfoil can be changed at selected speeds only. However, these speeds must pro-
vide sufficient dynamic pressure to activate the structural deformation mechanism.
Thus, the airfoil alters its camber whilst still resisting the shear and torsion loads.
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Figure 5.12 illustrates an airfoil based on hexagonal chiral honeycomb.
Figure 5.12: Chiral airfoil structure [130].
5.3.7 Belt Rib Concept
The Belt Rib concept as shown in Figure 5.13 is proposed by DLR in Germany for
a continuous camber variation. In this solution, the continuous camber variation is
achieved by transferring the stroke of an actuator into a geometric change of the
airfoil shape through a closed belt and an internal networked structure simulating
the ribs inside the airfoil section [18]. The orientation of the spars makes the camber
change possible due to the low stiffness. The skin of the airfoil which defines the
shape, is essentially like a belt and the spars like spokes or ribs [103].
Figure 5.13: The belt rib concept [103].
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5.3.8 Finger Concept
The rotating rib concept, referred to as the finger concept, has been developed at
the Politecnico di Milano based on the solution proposed by DLR. Its goals include
the possibility to be embedded into high lift devices with the expectation of adding
a certain degree of adaptiveness to a classical control surface, a maximum span wise
trailing edge camber angle variation of ±5 degrees, and a gapless camber variation
allowing a smooth deformed wing surface. Thus, a variable camber is achieved for
a trailing edge.
In this approach, the classical connection between the skin and the ribs, traditionally
based on rivets, is substituted by a discrete number of linear slides allowing the skin
to glide over the rib contour. On the trailing edge of the airfoil, the upper and
lower skins are not rigidly connected each to another; but they are able to glide
into a linear slide bearing. The actuator torque deforms the skin panels as well as
gaining friction forces inside the slide bearings [102]. Thus, the airfoil is composed
of a flexible rib made of separated plate like elements connected through revolute
joints. The rotation of the driven element is transferred gradually from element to
element by kinematics, providing the desired rib contour [18]. Figure 5.14 illustrates
the concept.
Figure 5.14: Finger concept [102].
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5.4 NextGen’s Wing Mechanism
Figure 5.15 shows the wing mechanism of the NextGen wing reviewed in Chapter
3. The wing contains a planar mechanism that can be actuated by a series of linear
actuators. A highly flexible skin (elastomeric skin) is attached to the mobile frame
that completes the morphing wing. NextGen used an electric motor to deform the
wing box structure that was stiffened by means of ribbons [111]. To hold a particular
configuration, the structure makes use of worm gear mechanisms or other lockouts,
without continuous power supply to the actuators [11].
Figure 5.15: NextGen’s bat wing mechanism [89].
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5.5 Lockheed’s Wing Mechanisms
From Figure 3.11, it can be seen that Lockheed’s wing has a dihedral angle change
and a change in gull2 configuration for shape morphing. In gull designs, the wing is
divided into two hinged segments that rotate with respect to each other and at the
wing root. Lockheed’s folding wing concept is referred to as the most innovative.
Their design uses electrical actuators to fold the wing [111].
Figure 5.16 illustrates the wing structure. The design is unique because of its chal-
lenging joint requirements. The joint must be strong, lightweight, able to change
shape while maneuvering, and maintain a smooth exterior surface to avoid disturb-
ing flow around the airfoil. This problem has been successfully addressed through
the use of embedded actuators and a knuckle joint capable of providing the necessary
shape continuity regardless of the joint position [96].
Figure 5.16: Lockheed’s morphing wing joint design [62].
2The gull wing is an aircraft wing configuration with a prominent bend in the wing somewhere
along the span, generally near the wing root. Its name is derived from the seabirds which it
resembles.
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5.6 Scaling Limitations
According to [79], the square-cube law is a principle drawn from the mathematics of
proportion and applied in engineering and biomechanics. It was first demonstrated
by Galileo in the Two New Sciences [80] and states as:
“When an object undergoes a proportional increase in size, its new volume is pro-
portional to the cube of the multiplier and its new surface area is proportional to
the square of the multiplier”. This statement is represented mathematically as:
V2 = V1
(
l2
l1
)3
(5.1)
S2 = S1
(
l2
l1
)2
(5.2)
Where V1, l1 and S1 are respectively the original volume, length and surface area
while V2, l2, and S2 denote the new volume, length and surface area in this order.
The square-cube law limits biological materials to similarly be used in high-performance
vehicles [36]:
1. Stresses vary with the square of the length.
2. Loads vary with the cube of the length for self-loaded structures by weight;
but vary with the square of the length in the case of a pressure load.
Therefore, for the same material ultimate stress, the structural system is significantly
loaded as the size increases. Additionally, the aerodynamic pressure would scale with
length0 = 1 for the same dynamic pressure. However, Torenbeek [19] reports that
the square-cube law has been defeated by the ingenuity of designers. Thus, aircraft
will not be scaled up according to a geometric similarity and the stress levels have
increased considerably. Nevertheless, the actual wing structural weight fraction will
tend to increase with the size of the aircraft, unless the wing loading is increased.
Thus, statistical materials from Torenbeek show that for an aircraft powered by jet
engines, the wing loading is approximately proportional toW 15 . This factor becomes
W
1
3 for propeller propulsion. W denotes the weight of the aircraft.
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5.7 Control Issues Of Morphing UAVs
A radical change in planform is accompanied with dramatic changes in aerodynamic
center. Consequently, the morphing aircraft must be stable while morphing. There-
fore, simultaneous combination of the flight control and morphing control become
an import issue to be addressed.
Friswell et al.[26] report that Raytheon Corporation uses the wing asymmetry on
a morphing UAV based on the concept of wing extension to control the roll mo-
tions. Their UAV has two motors and gear set so that each wing could be extended
separately. In addition to using wing extension for planform change, the extension
was used asymmetrically for roll control. The roll moment is produced by the span
differential.
Currently, morphing vehicles are based on separating shape morphing and stability
control in order to maintain stability. With the exception of using anti symmetric
wing extension, separate control effectors have been used to change the shape, to
those used to maintain stability [26]. Nevertheless, UAVs designed to mimic basic
morphing mechanisms commonly observed on bird wings should have the ability to
twist their wings at the tip or at the root for roll control and vary the gull wing
angle. Fortunately, NextGen’s has addressed successfully this concern through their
folding wing reviewed in previous sections.
However, any morphing approach will involve large rigid-body motions of the UAV’s
flexible structures under aerodynamic and distributed actuation system loads. There-
fore, the response of the UAV will be governed by the time-varying aerodynamic
forces and moments which will be a function of the wing shape changes by the mor-
phing command. Dynamic models for the morphing UAV must properly take into
account its inherent time-varying nature due to the dynamic coupling between in-
ertial aerodynamics, structural, and distributed control forces. Unfortunately, such
a complex dynamic behavior is difficult to analyze theoretically. One possible ap-
proach is to assume that the time-varying dynamics could be represented by a linear
parameter-varying plant model that approximately captures the morphing UAV’s
complex behavior [108].
Chapter 6
Modeling Principles of Morphing
Structures
This Chapter presents the basis of finite element formulation of a morphing struc-
ture. Additionally, it includes the methods that may be used to model a camber
and span morphing wing; it establishes the relationship between the actuation force
and the structural displacement using the differential and energy methods. Further-
more, this Chapter reviews the modeling of a continuously morphing flying wing
and the snap-through of unsymmetric composite laminates. Finally, it presents
the Theodorsen’s function as a means to express the pressure distribution over a
morphing wing.
6.1 Basic Static And FE Formulations
The objective of a morphing airfoil or wing is to change lift with minimum weight
and energy requirement using actuation forces or moments applied to the ribs which
transfer them to the skin causing changes in the airfoil shape. This change in shape
involves large displacements resulting into a non-linear problem to be analyzed.
Distributed non-linearities such as geometric non-linearity and buckling should be
considered when deformations including translations, rotations, and the associated
strains are large enough so that the equilibrium equations have to be written with
respect to the deformed geometry. The equilibrium equation for larger displacement
can be expressed using the updated Lagrangian formulations 1 [69]. Worth is men-
tioning the fact that material non-linearity is excluded from the present discussion.
Moreover, typical model will be described using Lagrangian formulations.
Additionally, concentrated non-linearities including free-play, friction, and hysteresis
may be caused by loose structural joints. These non-linearities require investigations.
The influences of the actuator non-linearities on the actuator dynamics and the aero-
elastic characteristics should be addressed as well. The actuator non-linearities are
expected to play an important role in the non-linear aero-elastic characteristics of
the morphing structure.
1The updated Lagrangian formulation refers to the current configuration, often called the de-
formed configuration; while the total Lagrangian formulation refers quantities to the original con-
figuration [74]
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Furthermore, gust loads have a significant impact on the aircraft dynamic be-
havior. Thus, they are relevant loading conditions for aircraft design. It is known
that winds are seldom present in a stable direction or at a constant speed. This
variation leads to the generation of vertical wind loading on the aircraft.
Although gusts are less pronounced at higher altitudes, they must still be taken into
account. Such gust activity leads to dynamic changes in the aircraft lift. Air vehicles
with a low wing loading or with a high value of lift-curve slope are more susceptible
to gust disturbance [19]. Those UAVs designed for high altitude operation are likely
to require both of these aerodynamic characteristics. The influence of gusts on the
aircraft flight behaviour will need to be carefully assessed especially when operating
at low altitudes for example during take-off and landing flight segments. At low
altitude, the average wind speed can be almost double that at the operating height
[6]. To reduce the effects of gusts on the UAV dynamic behaviour, it is necessary to
equip the aircraft with powerful gust load alleviation and auto-stabilizing systems.
The gust statical analysis can be performed using panel method applied to an aero-
elastic model.
Numbers of authors including Cook [67], Bathe [68], and Crisfield [69] have devel-
oped finite element theories considering non-linearity applied to practical problems.
Thus, structural and aerodynamic analysis of morphing structure can be performed
using non-linear Finite Element Method (FEM). However, it is not straight forward
to mathematically optimize a structure with non-linear behavior, because calcula-
tion of non-linear sensitivity is extremely difficult [70].
Gürdal [78] described a generic model of a morphing airfoil to be subjected to:
1. Aerodynamics forces denoted by fa = f + A.u
2. Actuation forces/moments considered as input and denoted by fm
3. Internal structural forces expressed as fin = K.u
where f , A, u , and K denote respectively the aerodynamic force without actuation,
aerodynamic influence coefficient matrix, displacement due to the actuation, and
the stiffness matrix.
The loads expressed above lead to the equilibrium and displacement equations:
f in = fa + fm (6.1)
u = u0 +4u (6.2)
where u0 is the displacement without actuation, and 4u the displacement with
actuation. The problem can be modeled using the governing equations below.
(K − A).u0 = fa (6.3)
(K − A).4u = fm (6.4)
So that the incremental lift which is a function of the displacement due to the actu-
ation (∆u) is maximized; while the compliance under aerodynamic loading written
as fTa u0 and the work done by the actuators written as fTm∆u are minimized. It
must be beared in mind that the structure should be stiff enough to resist load
but flexible enough to provide shape morphing and the integrity of the structure
preserved under all circumstances. The total volume constraint would be the best
approach.
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6.2 Force-Displacements Relationship
To give a closed form relationship between the actuator force and structural displace-
ments, Phani et al.[71] performed the analysis of single and multi-element structural
assemblies using two methods:
1. The differential approach referred to as the exact element theory based on
stability functions.
2. The Rayleigh-Ritz approximate energy method based on an assumed trial
function for the displacements.
A multi-element structure could describe the trailing edge of a wing, while a single
element may represent the rib or spar of the wing of a micro vehicle. The differential
method and the approximate energy minimization technique were preferred over the
conventional finite element analysis (FEA) due to their ability to pin-point the initial
buckling load, and trace the buckling path more accurately than FEA method.
6.2.1 Differential Method
Starting from a single strut subjected to an actuation force F inclined at an angle
Φ as depicted in Figure 6.1; with the free body-displacement diagram in Figure 6.2,
the analytical methods are extended to the trailing edge of a morphing wing as
illustrated by Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.1: Member with actuator force [71].
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Figure 6.2: Forces and displacements for a post-buckled member [71].
The moment equilibrium about a cut along the member at point B yields:
M(x) = −EI d
2w
dx2
= Fcos(Φ)w +m1 − Fsin(Φ)x (6.5)
with E and I denoting respectively the material elastic modulus and the second
moment of area of the beam. The differential equation above has the displacement
curve as a general solution:
w(x) = C1cos(βx) + C2sin(βx)− m1
P
+ −Pz1x
P
(6.6)
where C1 and C2 are coefficients defined by the end conditions:
1. At the fixed end, the displacement and the slope of the displacement curve
vanish.
2. At full length of the strut, the displacement is assumed to be α according to
Figure 6.1, while the slope of the displacement curve is zero.
and β =
√
P
EI
, P = Fcos(Φ), and Pz1 = −Fsin(Φ).
Using stability functions which take into account the non-linear effect due to the
axial load in the member based on the moment distribution method described by
Livesly and Chandler2 [72], the solution of equation 6.6 can be determined, and the
flexural end-shortening can be obtained by integrating the displacement curve as:
 = 12
L∫
0
[
dw
dx
]2
dx (6.7)
The net displacement along the actuator is given in terms of α and  by a suitable
coordinate transformation from strut axes to actuator axes as:
δ(Φ) = αsin (Φ) + cos (Φ) (6.8)
2Their publication “Stability functions for structural frameworks” was found as a non printable
google electronic book.
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6.2.2 Rayleigh-Ritz Energy Method
Alternatively, the Rayleigh-Ritz method based on the energy approximation or the
total potential energy of the structure expressed as:
V = 12
∫ L
0
EI
(
d2w
dx2
)2
dx− Fsin (Φ)α− Fcos (Φ)  (6.9)
is minimized by assuming a suitable trial function for the displacement field w(x)
parametrized by α. The derivative of the potential energy equation with respect to
α is set to zero, giving a close form expression for α.
In the multi-element structures illustrating a morphing trailing edge (Figure 6.3),
translations are produced using a hybrid system comprising of Piezo-electric stacks
contolling struts AB and DE, and conventional actuators within inclined bracing
elements to monitor the displacements. Additionally, the rotations are achieved
by three methods: bending the individual struts BC and CD, introducing a post-
buckled precompressed element FC, and differential end-shortening of the two struts
AB and DE. The energy approach, though approximate, was found to be sufficient.
Figure 6.3: Trailing edge framework for morphing wing [71].
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6.3 Span Morphing Wing Model
A variable span morphing wing alters its wing span for various flight conditions to
improve performance by reducing the drag. The wing geometric characteristics such
as the aspect ratio and the wing area increase with the wing span expansion; while
the span-wise lift distribution decreases for the same lift, inducing a decline in the
drag which results in performance improvement measured as an increase in range.
However, the wing span-wise extension generates significant increase in the wing
root bending moment. Therefore, an analysis of a span-wise morphing wing must
couple aerodynamic and aero-elastic investigations [75]. The aero-elastic response of
flight vehicles with a concentrated structural non-linearity such as free-play, typically
includes flutter (a dynamic aero-elastic phenomenon), divergence (a static aero-
elastic phenomenon), limit-cycle oscillation (a non-linear aero-elastic phenomenon),
and chaotic motion.
For the telescoping wing analysis, the wing configuration including wing retracted
and wing fully extended together with basic wing geometric characteristics should be
clearly presented and the computational tools stated. The doublet-hybrid method
(DHM) can be used to calculate unsteady aerodynamic forces in subsonic flight
regime while MSC/NASTRAN can be used for modeling the wing box structure
consisting of the main wing box and the sliding wing section. Appropriate con-
straints should be applied to the wing structure with a particular attention to the
moving part; since the structural characteristics of the variable span morphing wing
are significantly dependent on the boundary conditions at the joint. The telescop-
ing wing contains concentrated non-linearities such as free-play at the junction [75].
free-play, which is a local structural non-linearity rising at the wing section interface,
can be addressed using fictitious mass method3.
6.3.1 Aero-Elastic Model
Aero-elastic modeling involves two aspects including a structural model, and an
aerodynamic model. But in some cases, a control model is added to represent the
effects of actuators and other control elements. Thus, the exact modeling of the
aero-elastic behaviour of an air vehicle implies the coupled solution of:
1. The full compressible Navier Stokes equations,
2. The full structural vibration equations.
The structural model leads to the equations of motion obtained by inserting the
expression of the system total energy ( sum of the kinetic energy and potential energy
which is composed of the internal and external energy) into Lagrange’s equation
written as:
d
dt
(
∂T
∂q˙
)
−
(
∂T
∂q
)
+
(
∂U
∂q
)
= ∂V
∂q
(6.10)
where T, V, U, and q denote respectively the kinetic energy, the potential energy,
the internal energy, and the generalized coordinate.
3Fictitious masses are used to improve the accuracy and efficiency of modal based structural
analyzes that involve substructure synthesis, local excitation, and local structural changes.
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Thus, the aero-elastic equations of the wing structure are given in a matrix form
as:
[M ] {x¨}+ [K] {x} = {f} (6.11)
where [M ] and [K] denote the mass and stiffness matrices respectively, while {f}
and {x} are the aerodynamic load and structural displacement vectors respectively.
The aerodynamic load vector can be written as:
{f} = {{f}}+ {f0} (6.12)
where {{f}} is due to the wing deflection and {f0} resulting from the airfoil shape
or angle of attack.
For the determination of a static deformation of the structure (x¨ = 0), the vectorial
equations
[K] {x} = {f} (6.13)
have to be solved using for instance the modal approach.
6.3.2 Aerodynamic Model
Aerodynamic models depend on flow regime and simplicity. Four flow regimes may
be considered for aero-elasticity investigations [76]:
1. Incompressible,
2. Subsonic,
3. Transonic,
4. Supersonic.
The aerodynamic loads can be computed using Vortex Lattice Method (VLM). VLM
provides a platform considering linearized and non-linearized compressible flow ap-
proaches. Additionally, compressibility effects can be accounted for by correcting
the airflow density using Prandlt-Glauert correction [81]. A simplified modeling
consists of ignoring the effect of the wake vortices4. Thus, a quasi-steady model is
performed with the assumption that there are only the lift placed on the quarter
chord, and the pitching moment around the flexural axis, contributing to the aero-
dynamic forces. Both lift and pitching moment coefficients can be computed using
integral equations from thin airfoil theory.
In addition to the aerodynamic forces mentioned above, the air exerts another force
on the airfoil: the wing forces a mass of air during its acceleration or deceleration
motion. The air reaction force is known as the added mass effect5 [76]. This force
causes both lift and moment contributions.
4The instantaneous aerodynamic forces depend not only on the instantaneous position of the
airfoil but also on the position and strength of the wake vortices [76].
5Added mass or virtual mass is the inertia added to a system because an accelerating or decel-
erating body must move some volume of surrounding fluid as it moves through it [77].
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6.4 Camber Morphing Model
Vos et al.[83] describe a semi analytical method and the Theodorsen theory to
compute the pressure distribution over a camber morphing airfoil to predict the lift
over the morphing part of a laminate wing actuated by post-buckled precompressed
(PBP) actuators.
6.4.1 Structural Model
PBP actuators belong to a subset of low net passive stiffness or zero net passive stiff-
ness class actuators. These actuators work on the fundamental principle expressed
as:
Fpiezo = (K −Ksp)4x (6.14)
where Ksp , K, and 4x denote respectively a negative spring rate mechanism, the
passive stiffness of the structure, and the generated deflection. The morphing wing
panel employing PBP actuators on the camber is depicted in Figure 6.4.
Figure 6.4: Camber line with PBP [83].
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Figure 6.5 illustrates the schematic model for the analysis.
Figure 6.5: Wing morphing part model [83].
From Figure 6.5, the morphing part of the airfoil is loaded by the skin modeled as
spring with tension force F0 and spring stiffness K and the aerodynamic end force,
Pm
2 , resulting from the pressure distribution over the airfoil. The trailing edge is
modeled as a mass positioned at the end of the actuator. It is assumed that the skin
can be modeled as a membrane which will not exhibit any out-of-plane displacement
due to the aerodynamic force since the precompressed force in the skin is larger that
the aerodynamic load. Therefore, a uniform stress distribution is expected through
the skin. Hence, half of the aerodynamic load is carried by the morphing part and
the other half by the rigid part.
Subsequently, resultant forces and moments from the actuator in the laminate wing
skin are obtained by integrating the stress over the skin thickness according to [84],
by applying the laminate notations illustrated in Figure 6.6.
N =
∫ t
2
−t
2
σdz (6.15)
M =
∫ t
2
−t
2
σzdz (6.16)
The stress resultant is in the form of forces per unit length and moments per unit
length.
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Figure 6.6: Stress and moment resultants for a laminate element [84].
The forces and moments in the laminate that are induced by the actuator elements
are a function of the Piezo-electric zero (virgin) strain denoted by Λ. Assuming no
external loading, and neglecting thermal effects, the in-plane laminate strains and
curvatures are described by:[
A B
B D
]
a
(
Λ
0
)
a
=
[
A B
B D
]
l
(
ε
κ
)
l
(6.17)
where the subscript a and l stand for actuator and laminate respectively. The
equations above allow to define the relationship between the actuation zero strain
Λ and the laminate curvature κ once the values of D and B are known from the
classical laminate plate theory. The free strain of the actuator in the laminate is
one of the driving parameters of the eventual deflection of the morphing wing [83].
The out-of-plane displacement due to external loading on the PBP can be accessed
through Euler-Bernoulli beam6 equation and by applying Rayleigh-Ritz method7 [86]
using assumed shape functions ψi. The principle of assumed shapes is somewhat
akin to using a Fourier series to represent a time signal by the summation of a series
of sinusoids of different amplitude and phase.
6The Euler-Bernoulli equation describes the relationship between the beam’s deflection and the
applied load [85]: ∂2∂x2
(
EI ∂
2u
∂x2
)
= w
7The Rayleigh–Ritz approach is used to represent the deformation of the system by a finite
series of known assumed deformation shapes multiplied by unknown coefficients. The idea is that
this combination of shapes represents the true deformation of the system as closely as possible.The
more shapes used, the more accurate will be the approximation.
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For a system where the deformation varies in only one dimension, the bending
deformation is given by:
w(x, t) =
N∑
i=1
qi(t)ψi(x) (6.18)
where ψi(x) is the ith assumed deformation shape (a function of x), qi(t) is the ith
unknown coefficient (the generalized coordinate), which is a function of time, and
N is the number of terms in the series. Applying the partial differential equation
6.10 leads to the beam state equation:
Mq¨ +Kq = Pm2 ψ(L) (6.19)
which yields, when solved for N number of shape functions, an approximate solution
for the aerodynamic load represented at the right side of the equation above. The
exact solution is given by equation 6.10. Furthermore, a Vortex Lattice code can be
used to evaluate the present semi analytical method.
6.4.2 Theodorsen’s Model
Theodorsen’s function C(k), a complex quantity8, is used to model the changes
in amplitude and phase of the sinusoidal unsteady aerodynamic forces relative to
the quasi-steady forces for different reduced frequencies [86]. This function is an
important component in predicting the starting of flutter in the frequency domain
and in the analysis of the response to continuous turbulence.
The solution of the flow around the airfoil undergoing harmonic oscillations can be
divided into two parts [86]:
(a) Circulatory terms: the lift and moment terms occurring due to the vor-
ticity in the flow are related to Theodorsen’s function.
(b) Non-circulatory terms: the apparent inertia forces whose creation is not
related to vorticity. These internal forces are also referred to as added masses
as seen in the previous section. For example as the airfoil moves, a cylindrical
mass of air accelerates with the airfoil and introduces a reactive force and
moment upon the airfoil. These terms are of minor importance for bending
or torsion type flutter of cantilever wings at low reduced frequencies, but they
are significant for flutter of control surfaces at higher reduced frequencies.
8C(k) = F (k) + iG(k), where k is the reduced frequency defined as k = ωbU
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Therefore, the net pressure distribution over the airfoil can be written as:
∆p = ∆pc + ∆pnc (6.20)
with the subscripts c and nc standing for circulatory and Non-circulatory respec-
tively.
The Non-circulatory pressure contribution can be solved using unsteady Bernoulli
equation, following the determination of the disturbed velocity potential using con-
formal mapping. Additionally, the circulatory pressure is determined by applying
the Kelvin circulation theorem9 and imposing the Kutta condition10 to the airfoil.
Vos et al. give the solution for both terms as:
∆pc = −2ρU
(
∂φ
∂x0
+ ∂φ
∂x
)
(6.21)
with the assumption that a vortex at location x0 in the wake moves with the undis-
turbed flow velocity U . φ denotes the perturbation velocity potential.
∆pnc = −2ρ
(
∂φ
∂t
+ U ∂φ
∂x
)
(6.22)
These equations lead to the lift expressed as:
L =
∫ c
0
∆pdx = −
∫ c
0
[
2ρU
(
∂φ
∂x0
+ ∂φ
∂x
)
C(k) + 2ρ
(
∂φ
∂t
+ U ∂φ
∂x
)]
dx (6.23)
Equation 6.23 has to be solved with an appropriate assumption on the Theodorsen
function C(k).
9The Kelvin Circulation Theorem states that, for any flow governed by Euler’s Equation, the
circulation round a material loop is conserved [87]. Thus, ∂Γ∂t = 010The rear stagnation point at the trailing edge allows the flow leave the upper and lower surfaces
smoothly at the trailing edge. This is the essence of the Kutta condition [87].
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6.5 Continuously Morphing Wing Model
Ameri el at.[131] whose work is reviewed in this section, present a conceptual ap-
proach for the modeling of a small-scale flying wing with active winglets actuated
via a distribution of actuators. The conceptual approach allows the tailoring of
the main parameters influencing the flexibility of the structures. The goal of their
work was to modify the flying wing from its discrete surfaces concept, actuated via
single torque actuator, to a seamless continuous concept actuated via a distribution
of actuators. They used equivalent plate continuum models to simulate morphing
structures with the assumption that only global quantities of the response are of
concern. An equivalent plate model approach was chosen instead of the widely used
equivalent beam model because the beam model is not suitable for low aspect ratio
wings made of composite materials.
The challenges with equivalent plate models is the difficulty of capturing local effects.
When simple polynomial Ritz based functions are used, the resulting numerical
analysis is significantly simplified leading to explicit expressions of stiffness and
mass matrix in terms of system design variables.
The plate representation of a structure is considered as a bridge between the simple
beam model and the complex, but accurate Finite Element (FE) model. Existing
solutions for plates are classified according to the deformation theory used:
a) The Classical Plate Theory (CPT). The CPT is based on the Kirchhoff-Love
hypothesis. This hypothesis states that a straight line normal to the plate
middle surface remains straight and normal during the deformation process.
The CPT approach works well when through-thickness shear deformations are
negligible. This is applicable to thin isotropic plates.
b) The First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT). The FSDT is based on the
Reissner-Mindlin model. It relaxes the constraint that a normal to the mid-
surface stays normal to the mid-surface after deformation. It allows a uniform
transverse shear strain. Due to its simplicity, the FSDT has a low computation
requirement.
c) The Higher-order Shear Deformation Theory (HSDT). The HSDT is based on a
more accurate representation of the local distribution of the transverse shear.
6.5.1 Structural Model
The wing is modeled by applying the First-order Shear Deformation Theory (FSDT).
The wing geometry is defined by a small number of sizing and shape design variables.
Particularly, the skin depth and thickness, spar caps, ribs and spar thicknesses are
all defined through polynomials with respect to the coordinates of a reference plane
where the wing trapezoid is defined. Similarly, displacements are defined by polyno-
mials whose coefficients represent the time-dependent generalized coordinates. The
minimization of the total energy leads to the Lagrange equations and the mass and
stiffness matrices are evaluated by analytical integration.
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Geometry Definition
The geometry of the wing is depicted in Figure 6.7. It represents a generic trape-
zoidal wing shape defined over a global left-handed coordinate system x, y and z.
It is composed of spars, ribs and caps.
Figure 6.7: Generic trapezoidal wing (left) and wing- box (right)[127].
The wing is defined over the following bounded set:
x :
{x1 + ytan (ΛLE) < x < x1 + ytan (ΛLE) + c (y)} (6.24)
y :
{y1 < y < y2} (6.25)
where ΛLE is the leading edge sweep angle and c(y) is the local chord.
A depth distribution is defined over the bounded region of the wing. This depth
distribution is the height of each composite skin layer forming the wing shape with
respect to a reference plane z = 0. The i − th layer height zski is described by a
polynomial series in the x and y global coordinates as follows:
zski (x, y) =
Nk∑
k=1
Hskik x
mkynk (6.26)
where the Hski coefficients are used as design variables. Under the hypothesis of a
small thickness-to-depth ratio, two sets of depth are taken into account. These are
the upper zup, and the lower surfaces zlo.
Similarly, a distribution of the i − th composite layer thickness is defined over the
wing planform:
tski (x, y) =
Nj∑
j=1
T skij x
mjynj (6.27)
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Each spar is identified by a spar line having the general expression:
xspj (y) = a1y + a2 (6.28)
This linear equation locates the η axis of a local coordinates system (ξ, η, z) which
is rotated with respect to the global system by an angle Λspj. The thickness distri-
bution and cap area of the spars are expressed as simple polynomials in y, as tspj (y)
and Aspj (y) respectively. Each rib is modeled as parallel to the longitudinal axis,
and thus is identified simply by the line y = yrbk , with thickness distribution trbk (x)
and spar cap area Arbk (x).
Material Properties
Each skin layer has its own fibre direction in the x-y plane and the constitutive
equations reflect a plane strain behavior:
σski = Qskiski (6.29)
where σski =
[
σxx σyy σxy
]T
and ski =
[
xx yy γxy
]T
are the stress and
strain vectors respectively. Qski is the constitutive matrix of the i− th layer.
The constitutive behaviour of each spar is defined in the local (ξ, η, z) coordinate
system so that
σ˜spj = Q˜spj ˜spj (6.30)
where σ˜spj =
[
σηη σxz
]T
and ˜spj =
[
ηη γηz
]T
This means that the spars sustain only axial stress and the transverse shear. The
spar strain vector in global coordinates spj =
[
xx yy γxy γxz γyz
]T
is related
to the strain in local coordinates by means of the following relation:
˜spj = Tspj (6.31)
where T is the global-to-local rotation matrix for the spar strain vector defined as
T =
[
s2 (Λspj) c2 (Λspj) s (Λspj) c (Λspj) 0 0
0 0 0 s (Λspj) c (Λspj)
]
(6.32)
where s = sinus and c = cosinus
The spar caps sustain only axial stress, and thus the constitutive equation is simply
σηη = Eηη (6.33)
A rotation vector gives the global-to-local transformation:
ηη = tTspcr (6.34)
where spcr =
[
xx yy γxy
]T
is the spar cap strain vector in global coordinates
and the rotation matrix is given by
t =
[
s2 (Λspj) c2 (Λspj) s (Λspj) c (Λspj)
]T
(6.35)
Similar relations are obtained for the ribs and the rib caps. They behave in a similar
way to the spars and spar caps previously described, but the local η axis is rotated
by an angle Λrbk = 90◦ and coincides with the x axis.
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First-Order Shear Deformation
The first-order shear deformation plate theory (FSDT) is based on the Reissner-
Mindlin assumption where the u, v and w displacements of the wing are approxi-
mated as
u (x, y, z, t) = u0 (x, y, t) + zψx (x, y, t) (6.36)
v (x, y, z, t) = v0 (x, y, t) + zψy (x, y, t) (6.37)
w (x, y, z, t) = w0 (x, y, t) (6.38)
where u0, v0 and w0 denote the corresponding mid-plane displacements in the x, y, z
directions; ψx and ψy are unknown functions giving contributions to the transverse
shear deformations in the x− z and y − z planes respectively.
Under the hypothesis of small surface curvatures, the wing skins are modeled as a
thin plane stress panel, and the strain field is given by:
xx = u,x (6.39)
yy = v,y (6.40)
γxy = u,y + v,x (6.41)
while the transverse shear fields captured by the spars and ribs are:
γxz = u,z + w,x (6.42)
γyz = u,z + w,y (6.43)
Substituting equations (6.36) through (6.38) into equations (6.42) and (6.43) shows
that ψx and ψy are the actual rotations of the sections about the y and x axes
respectively:
ψx = γxz − w0,x (6.44)
ψy = γyz − w0,y (6.45)
Mass And Stiffness Matrices
The equivalent plate theory is based on the assumption that the deformation field
is approximated by a series of Ritz polynomials. Thus, the unknowns in equations
(6.36) through (6.38) are expressed as:
u0 (x, y, t) = a1 (x, y)T q1(t) (6.46)
v0 (x, y, t) = a2 (x, y)T q2(t) (6.47)
ψx (x, y, t) = a3 (x, y)T q3(t) (6.48)
ψy (x, y, t) = a4 (x, y)T q4(t) (6.49)
w0 (x, y, t) = a5 (x, y)T q5(t) (6.50)
where ai =
[
..., xnpymp , ...
]T
are vectors containing the polynomial terms or
shape functions, which may be of different lengths. The qi are vectors of the time-
dependent generalized coordinates.
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Substituting equations (6.46) trough (6.50) into equations (6.36) through (6.38)
and defining the displacement vector u =
[
u v w
]T
and the vector of generalized
coordinates q =
[
qT1 qT2 qT3 qT4 qT5
]T
, leads to:
u = Sq (6.51)
where S = S (x, y, z) is the matrix relating the generalized coordinates to the physi-
cal displacements. Substituting equations (6.46) trough (6.50) into equations (6.39)
trough (6.41) and equations (6.42) and (6.43) leads to:
ski = Eq (6.52)
spj = Wq (6.53)
where E = E (x, y, z) andW = W (x, y, z) are matrices providing the deformation
field for the skin layers and for the spars respectively.
Finally, the mass and stiffness matrices for each element of the wing are obtained
using an energy approach. Specifically, the kinetic (T ) and elastic potential (ε)
contributions to the total energy of the wing are defined for the skin, spar and spar
caps (the procedure is identical for ribs and rib caps) and the application of the
Lagrange equations
d
dt
(
∂T
∂q˙n
)
−
(
∂T
∂qn
)
+
(
∂ε
∂qn
)
= 0 (6.54)
with n = 1, 2, ...,Nq minimizes the total energy with respect to the generalized
coordinates, and gives the mass and stiffness matrices. In practice, this procedure
requires the computation of integrals over the geometric domain. Since the nature
of the shape functions and the definition of depths, thicknesses and areas are all
polynomials in x and y, the integrals may be calculated in closed form, and no
numerical evaluation is required.
Wing Skins
The contribution to the kinetic energy of an infinitesimal skin element of volume
tski (x, y) dxdy and of density ρ, is given by
dT ski = 12ρt
ski (x, y) u˙T u˙dxdy (6.55)
Substituting equation (6.51) and integrating over the wing domain defined by equa-
tions (6.24) and (6.25), gives the total kinetic energy as:
T ski = 12 q˙
T
(∫ ∫
ρtski (x, y)S
(
x, y, zski
)T
S
(
x, y, zski
)
dxdy
)
q˙ (6.56)
T ski = 12 q˙
TM ski q˙
Similarly, the potential energy of the infinitesimal skin element is
dεski = 12t
ski (x, y) skiTσskidxdy (6.57)
Substituting equations (6.29) and (6.52) and integrating over the wing domain, gives
the total potential energy as
εski = 12q
T
(∫ ∫
tski (x, y)E
(
x, y, zski
)T
QskiE
(
x, y, zski
)
dxdy
)
q (6.58)
εski = 12q
TKskiq
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Wing Spars
The contribution to the kinetic energy of an infinitesimal spar element of volume
tspj(η)dηdz and of density ρ is given by:
dT spj = 12ρt
spj (η) u˙T u˙dηdz (6.59)
Substituting equation (6.50) and considering the global-to-local coordinate system
relation,
dη = dy
cos (Λspj) (6.60)
the double integration over the wing length and between the lower an upper limit
of the spar leads to the following expression for the mass matrix:
M spj = ρ
cos (Λspj)
∫ zup(xspj ,y)
zlo(xspj ,y)
∫ y2
y1
tspj (y)S (xspj , y, z)T S (xspj , y, z) dydz (6.61)
where xspj = xspj(y) is the spar line as defined in equation (6.28). The potential
energy of the infinitesimal spar element is defined as:
dU spj = 12t
spj (η) ˜spjT σ˜spjdηdz (6.62)
Equations (6.30), (6.31), (6.53) and (6.60) give the expression for the spar stiffness
matrix
Kspj = 1
cos (Λspj)
∫ zup(xspj ,y)
zlo(xspj ,y)
∫ y2
y1
tspj (y)ETT (Λspj)T Q˜spjT (Λspj)Edydz (6.63)
with E = E (xspj , y, z)
Spar Caps
The volume of an infinitesimal spar cap element, belonging to the j − th spar,
is Aspcr (y) dηdx. Thus, following the procedure adopted in the previous section,
expressions for the mass and stiffness matrices for the spar caps are:
M spcr = ρ
cos (Λspj)
∫ y2
y1
Aspcr (y)S (xspj , y, z∗)T S (xspj , y, z∗) dy (6.64)
Kspcr = E
cos (Λspj)
∫ y2
y1
Aspcr (y)W (xspj , y, z∗)T ttTW (xspj , y, z∗) dy (6.65)
where z∗ = zup/lo (xspj , y) is the height at which the spar cap is defined.
Finally, mass and stiffness matrices of the whole structure are given by summing
the contributions of all the elements of the wing.
M =
∑
M ski +
∑
M spj +
∑
M spcr +
∑
M rbk +
∑
M rbcs (6.66)
K =
∑
Kski +
∑
Kspj +
∑
Kspcr +
∑
Krbk +
∑
Krbcs (6.67)
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Multiple Plate Capability
If the system comprises more than one plate, each of them with arbitrary orientation
in space, a global coordinate system has to be set up. A local coordinate system,
fixed with respect to the undeformed reference state, is defined for each plate. Thus,
if the same set of polynomial is used for each plate, the global number of degrees of
freedom will be NP × Nq where NP is the number of plates and Nq is the number
of degrees of freedom of each plate. Finally, each plate will add to the system a
contribution to the kinetic and potential energies that is evaluated with respect to
the local coordinate system and thus, the formulation obtained in previous sections
is used for this purpose.
Ameri el at. formulated the displacement compatibility between contiguous plates
by means of stiff springs. Both rotational and longitudinal springs are used in
their work. The displacement compatibility is imposed in global coordinates; but
expressed in local coordinates as follows: Consider the contiguous plates i and j
and let Ri and Rj be respectively the global-to-local transformation matrix of each
plate. In order to impose the displacement compatibility of the point Ai belonging
to body i and the point Aj belonging to body j , the following expression leads to
the potential energy of the springs linking Ai and Aj:
ε = 12
(
u¯iAi − u¯jAj
)T

kx 0 0 0 0
0 ky 0 0 0
0 0 kz 0 0
0 0 0 krx 0
0 0 0 0 kry

(
u¯iAi − u¯jAj
)
(6.68)
where u¯ collects the elastic displacements and the rotations of a point of the struc-
ture in global coordinates. Thus, the global displacement vector can be expressed
in terms of the local displacement u¯, via a geometrical rotation matrix, and, con-
sequently, in terms of the Lagrangian coordinates via the matrix of shape functions
S.
u¯ = Ru = RSq (6.69)
Substituting equation (6.69) in to equation (6.68) leads to the following expression
for the potential energy
ε = 12
(
qTi Ksiiqi + qTjKsjjqj + qTi Ksijqj + qTjKsjiqi
)
(6.70)
where the generic contribution to the stiffness matrix is defined as
Kslp = STAlRlT

kx 0 0 0 0
0 ky 0 0 0
0 0 kz 0 0
0 0 0 krx 0
0 0 0 0 kry
R
pSAp (6.71)
with l = i,j and p = i,j
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6.5.2 Piezo And Thermo Actuator Model
A patch of Piezo or thermo actuator undergoes a strain variation when an electrical
field or a thermal variation respectively, is imposed through the thickness. Assuming
that the patches are thin enough to be modelled as plates and assuming a plane-
strain behavior, the previous relations can be expressed analytically as:
˜∆T =
 1122
γ12
 =
 α1α2
0
∆T (6.72)
˜V =
 1122
γ12
 =
 d13d23
0
 V
t
(6.73)
where ˜∆T and ˜V are the strains defined in the principal material coordinates
of each patch, α1 and α2 are the thermal expansion coefficients in the 1 and 2
directions respectively, d13 and d23 [m/V ] are the Piezo-electric constants; ∆T is
the temperature variation input with respect to a reference temperature while the
ratio V/t, between the input voltage V and the distance between the electrodes t,
represents the through-the-thickness electric field.
The strain vectors in global coordinates ∆T and V , is obtained by applying the
rotation matrix T which is a function of the angle θ. The angle θ defines the
orientation of the principal material coordinate system with respect to the global,
and is defined as follows:
T (θ) =
 m
2 n2 mn
n2 m2 −mn
−2mn 2mn (m2 − n2)
 (6.74)
where m = cos (θ) n = sin (θ) such that
˜ = T (θ)  (6.75)
Using this definition, the strain vectors in global coordinates is obtained as:
∆T = T (θ)−1 b∆T∆T (6.76)
V = T (θ)−1 bV
V
t
(6.77)
where b∆T =
[
α1 α2 0
]T
and bV =
[
d13 d23 0
]T
The strain due to the stress field S is obtained by subtracting from the total strain
field  the contribution due to the thermal and the Piezo-electric strains.
S = − (∆T + V ) (6.78)
Recalling equation (6.52), linking the total strain vector to the generalized coordi-
nates vector for an infinitesimal skin element, and equations (6.76) and (6.77), the
previous equation becomes
S = Eq − T (θ)−1 b∆T∆T − T (θ)−1 bV V
t
(6.79)
The constitutive relations providing the stress vector σ =
[
σxx σyy σxy
]T
is
given by:
σ = QS (6.80)
where Q is the constitutive matrix rotated in global coordinates.
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The equations describing the interaction between the smart patches and the struc-
ture is obtained via a virtual work approach. The virtual work δWε done by the
elastic forces on an infinitesimal element of Piezo-thermo actuator of volume tdxdy
is defined as:
δWε = δTσtdxdy = δqT
{
ETQ
(
Eq − T (θ)−1 b∆T∆T − T (θ)−1 bV V
t
)}
tdxdy
(6.81)
The inertial forces fi acting on an infinitesimal element of mass ρtdxdy is defined
using d’Alembert principle:
fi = −ρtu¨dxdy = −Sq¨ρtdxdy (6.82)
Thus, the virtual work dWi done by the inertial forces becomes:
dWi = duTf i = −δqTSTSq¨ρtdxdy (6.83)
Similarly, the virtual work δWext done by the external forces fext per unit area is
defined by:
dWext = duTf extdxdy = δqTSTf extdxdy (6.84)
The equilibrium condition states that the external and inertial virtual works must
balance the internal work done by the stresses:
dWext = dWi + δWε (6.85)
Substituting in the previous equation, equations (6.81), (6.83), and (6.84), leads to:
δqT
{
ETQEq −ETQT (θ)−1 b∆T∆T −ETQT (θ)−1 bV V
t
}
tdxdy (6.86)
= δqT
{
−ρtSTSq¨ + STf ext
}
dxdy
which is integrated over the area SA of the actuator patch, leading to
MAq¨ +KAq = eext + eV V + e∆T∆T (6.87)
where
MA =
∫ ∫
SA
STSρtdxdy (6.88)
KA =
∫ ∫
SA
ETQEtdxdy (6.89)
eext =
∫ ∫
SA
STf extdxdy (6.90)
eV =
(∫ ∫
SA
ETQT (θ)−1 dxdy
)
bV (6.91)
e∆T =
(∫ ∫
SA
ETQT (θ)−1 tdxdy
)
b∆T (6.92)
where MA and KA are the mass and stiffness contributions of the strain actuator
to be added to the total mass and stiffness matrices of the structure, while eV and
e∆T are the generalized vectors providing to the structure the effect of an applied
voltage and a temperature variation, respectively. If NA actuators are placed over
the wing surface, the contribution of each actuator has to be included. If the patch
dimensions are small compared to the whole skin area, then the previous equations
can be discretized and evaluated with respect to the center point coordinates of the
patch, namely xA, yA and zA. For instance equation (6.88) becomes
MA = S
(
xA, yAzA
)T
S(xA, yAzA)ρtab (6.93)
where a and b are the width and length of the patch, supposed to be rectangular.
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6.6 Snap-Through Model
Schultz et al.[120] discussed the concept of using a piezoceramic actuator (Macro-
Fiber Composite (MFC) actuator) bonded to a side of a two-layer unsymmetric
cross-ply [0/90]T laminate to provide the moments necessary to snap the laminate
from one stable equilibrium shape to another. They developed a model based on
the Rayleigh-Ritz technique and the use of energy and variational methods. An
analytical model was developed in three steps including cooling the cured laminate,
bonding the actuator to the laminate, and applying voltage to the laminate-actuator
combination. These steps are reviewed in this section. Figure 6.8 illustrates the
laminate-actuator geometry. The laminate is considered to be fixed at the geometric
center, and with no external applied loads.
Accordingly, in each of the three steps, the three components of the displacement
of the geometric mid-surface of the laminate (the reference surface in this analysis)
are approximated by:
u0 = c5x+
1
3c6x
3 + c7xy2 − 16c
2
1x
3 − 18c1c3x
4 − 140c
2
3x
5 (6.94)
v0 = c8y + c9x2y +
1
3c10y
3 − 16c
2
2y
3 − 18c2c4y
4 − 140c
2
4y
5 (6.95)
w0 = 12
(
c1x
2 + c2y4
)
+ 16
(
c3x
3 + c4y3
)
(6.96)
where u, v, and w are the displacements in the x, y, and z directions, respectively.
The 10 parameters c1 through c10 are unknown coefficients to be determined. Be-
cause of symmetry requirements on the displacement, the third order w-displacement
polynomial can not be used to represent the w-displacement field over the entire lam-
inate. However, a quarter-symmetry argument is applied to allow the use of this
polynomial to represent the w-displacement field. Then, the total potential energy
is calculated over only one-quarter of the laminate.
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Figure 6.8: Geometry of laminate-actuator combination [120].
Step I: Laminate Cooling Model
The first step of the model is to determine the initial cooled shape of the two-layer
[0/90]T laminate. Because this step does not include the actuator, and no forces
are applied to the laminate, only thermal effects within the laminate are considered.
Accordingly, the total potential energy, Π, in this step is the strain energy of the
cooled laminate, Π1, given by:
Π = Π1 = 4
1
2
∫ Lx
2
0
∫ Ly
2
0
∫ z2
z0
[(
σx − σTx
)
εx +
(
σy − σTy
)
εy +
(
σxy − σTxy
)
γxy
]
dxdydz

(6.97)
where σ denotes the stress in the laminate, σT is the thermally induced stress, ε and
γxy represent the strains. Additionally, Lx and Ly are the side lengths of the laminate
as depicted in Figure 6.8, the thickness coordinates z0 and z2 are the coordinates
for the bottom of the 0◦ graphite-epoxy layer and the top of the 90◦ graphite-epoxy
layer, respectively.
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The stresses are given by
σx = Q¯11εx + Q¯12εy + Q¯16γxy − σTx (6.98)
σy = Q¯12εx + Q¯22εy + Q¯26γxy − σTy (6.99)
σxy = Q¯16εx + Q¯26εy + Q¯66γxy − σTxy (6.100)
where Q¯ denotes the transformed reduced stiffnesses of the graphite-epoxy layers.
The thermally induced stresses are given by:
σTx = Q¯11εTx + Q¯12εTy + Q¯16γTxy (6.101)
σTy = Q¯12εTx + Q¯22εTy + Q¯26γTxy (6.102)
σTxy = Q¯16εTx + Q¯26εTy + Q¯66γTxy (6.103)
with
εTx = αx∆T (6.104)
εTy = αy∆T (6.105)
γTxy = αxy∆T = 0 (6.106)
where α denotes the coefficient of thermal deformation of the layer and ∆T the
temperature change from the cure temperature to room temperature which is the
operating temperature in the case in hands.
For small strains and moderate rotations, the mid-surface strains and curvatures
in the laminate are given by the Von Kárrmán approximation through the more
general strain-displacement relations:
ε0x =
∂u0
∂x
+ 12
(
∂w0
∂x
)2
and/κ0x = −
∂2w0
∂x2
(6.107)
ε0y =
∂v0
∂y
+ 12
(
∂w0
∂y
)2
and/κ0y = −
∂2w0
∂y2
(6.108)
γ0xy =
∂u0
∂y
+ ∂v
0
∂x
+ ∂w
0
∂x
∂w0
∂y
and/κ0xy = −2
∂2w0
∂x∂y
(6.109)
According to the Kirchhoff hypothesis, the strains as a function of the thickness
location, z, are given by
εx = ε0x + zκ0x (6.110)
εy = ε0y + zκ0y (6.111)
γxy = γ0xy + zκ0xy (6.112)
By substituting equations (6.94) through (6.96) into equations (6.107) through
(6.109) and equations (6.110) through (6.112) and, in turn, substituting these re-
sults into equations (6.98) through (6.100) and equation (6.97), taking into account
equations (6.101) through and (6.106), and carrying out the integrations of equa-
tion (6.97), the total potential energy is reduced to an algebraic equation in terms
of material properties, geometry, and the coefficients c1 through c10.
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These coefficients are determined by solving the 10 simultaneous non-linear alge-
braic equations that result from equating to zero the first variation of total potential
energy with respect to these coefficients, namely
∂Π
∂ci
= 0 (6.113)
where i = 1, ..n
The stability of the solution is determined by checking the positive definiteness of
the 10×10 matrix associated with the second variation of the total potential energy
with respect to these 10 coefficients.
Step II: Actuator Bonding To Laminate
The total potential energy of the laminate and actuator bonded to it is the sum of
the strain energy from equation (6.97), Π1, and the strain energy of the actuator,
which is given as:
Π2 = 4
12
∫ LMFCx
2
0
∫ LMFCy
2
0
∫ z3
z2
[
σa2x 
a2
x + σa2y a2y + σa2xyγa2xy
]
dxdydz
 (6.114)
where σa2 is the stress, a2and γa2 denote the strain in the MFC actuator due to
the bonding process. Additionally, the thickness coordinates z2 and z3 define the
thickness of the actuator. The stress-strain relations for the bonded actuator are:
σa2x = Q¯11a2x + Q¯12a2y + Q¯16γa2xy (6.115)
σa2y = Q¯12a2x + Q¯22a2y + Q¯26γa2xy (6.116)
σa2xy = Q¯16a2x + Q¯26a2y + Q¯66γa2xy (6.117)
For simplification, it is assumed that the curvatures of the mid-surface of the lam-
inate and the mid-surface of the actuator (rather than the curvatures of the con-
tacting surfaces) are the same. The strains in the actuator is then be approximated
as
a2x =
(
z −
(
z3 − z0
2
))
κ0x (6.118)
a2y =
(
z −
(
z3 − z0
2
))
κ0y (6.119)
γa2xy =
(
z −
(
z3 − z0
2
))
κ0xy = 0 (6.120)
where the κ terms are not known, but will be the same in the actuator and the
laminate. The displacement fields of the form in Step I are again assumed to be
valid. For this step, the total potential energy of the laminate-actuator combination
is given as:
Π = Π1 + Π2 (6.121)
It is worth noticing that in the total potential energies of the laminate and actuator
given above, the work terms due to the stresses between the laminate and actuator
cancel each other. The coefficients c1 through c10 for this step are again determined
by finding stationary values of Π, as in equation (6.113), and the stability is checked
by examining the second variation.
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Step III: Actuation of The MFC
This step considers the laminate-actuator combination with no slipping between the
laminate and the actuator, and includes the deformation due to voltage applied to
the actuator. The initial shape is specified by the coefficients c1 through c10 associ-
ated with the shape determined from Step II. For Step III, these known coefficients
are renamed ci1 through ci10, respectively. The superscript ‘i’ denotes ‘initial.’
The total potential energy of the model is broken into the laminate contribution, Π1,
and the actuator contribution, Π3. The contribution to the total potential energy
from the MFC actuator is then written as:
Π3 = 4
12
∫ LMFCx
2
0
∫ LMFCy
2
0
∫ z3
z2
[(
σa3x − σEx
)
a3x +
(
σa3y − σEy
)
a3y +
(
σa3xy − σExy
)
γa3xy
]
dxdydz

(6.122)
where σa3denotes the stress, a3 and γa3 are the strains in the actuator. The mid-
surface of the graphite-epoxy laminate remains the reference surface. The stresses
in the actuator are given by:
σa3x = Q¯11a3x + Q¯12a3y + Q¯16γa3xy − σEx (6.123)
σa3y = Q¯12a3x + Q¯22a3y + Q¯26γa3xy − σEy (6.124)
σa3xy = Q¯16a3x + Q¯26a3y + Q¯66γa3xy − σExy (6.125)
where σE denotes the Piezo-electrically induced stresses given by
σEx = Q¯11Ex + Q¯12Ey + Q¯16γExy (6.126)
σEy = Q¯12Ex + Q¯22Ey + Q¯26γExy (6.127)
σExy = Q¯16Ex + Q¯26Ey + Q¯66γExy (6.128)
where E and γE are Piezo-electrically induced strains. The strains in the actuator,
a3 and γa3 are given by:
a3x = εx − εsx (6.129)
a3y = εy − εsy (6.130)
γa3xy = γxy − γsxy (6.131)
The εsx and γsxy terms are considered shift strains and account for the discontinuous
through-thickness distributions of the strains due to the room-temperature bonding
of the actuator to the laminate. They allow the strain in the actuator to be defined
by the reference surface strains and curvatures. They are Kirchhoff-like strains that
are zero at the reference surface. After the actuator is bonded to the laminate, the
strains in the laminate would be due to cooling and due to bending from adding the
actuator. The strains in the actuator would be due only to bending. As a result, the
strain distributions through the thickness of the laminate and actuator would not
be continuous. When the laminate-actuator combination is snapped to the second
actuator-added shape, the laminate and actuator would both have extensional and
bending strains; the strain distributions would continue to be discontinuous between
the laminate and actuator.
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With actuation, it is assumed, in the spirit of the Kirchhoff hypothesis, that
the strain increments in the laminate and actuator will be continuous through the
thickness. Thus, the profiles of strains through the laminate and actuator would
remain discontinuous. To account for this discontinuity, a set of coefficients c1
through c10 is used to define the strains within the laminate and the actuator due
to the application of voltage. The shift strains are given by:
sx = εi0x +
(
z3 − z0
2
)
κi0x (6.132)
sy = εi0y +
(
z3 − z0
2
)
κi0y (6.133)
γsxy = γi0xy +
(
z3 − z0
2
)
κi0xy (6.134)
where the εi0 and γi0xy terms are the initial strains and the κi0 terms represent the
initial curvatures.
The total potential energy for the actuation portion of the model is thus
Π = Π1 + Π3 (6.135)
The shapes, actuated or unactuated, of the laminate-actuator combination are de-
termined by solving for c1 through c10 by equating to zero the first variation of the
total potential energy given by equation 6.135. The stability is checked by examining
at the second variation.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
7.1 Challenges
A morphing structure should be able to alter its shape, carry the required load and
be lightweight. However, designers have been able to accomplish simultaneously
only two of the three goals [60, 73]. Therefore, the goal of current research is to
develop particular materials and devices that can enable morphing through time
variant air frames whose changes in geometry will significantly influence aerody-
namic performance as well as stealth characteristics for military applications.
As mentioned in the present review, there are several challenges in the design of
morphing UAVs:
1. The integrity of compliant structures must be ensured under all circumstances.
The structure should be rigid enough to withstand the loads but flexible
enough to morph.
2. The system should be designed so that the required actuation force falls within
the adequate limits. Thus, the morphing can occur efficiently.
3. The wing skin should provide a smooth and seamless aerodynamic surface
whilst efficiently bearing the aerodynamic loads.
4. The design process should be extended to encompass multiple flight regimes.
5. The engines should be efficient at low and high speed flights at all altitudes.
6. The control systems should be efficient even with highly coupled control effec-
tors.
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Thus, the main challenge faced by the morphing technology is to design, fabricate
and operate effective integrated combinations of deformable wing skins, actuators
and mechanisms, and flight controls to provide the system designer of morphing UAV
with the freedom to deal with future diverse, conflicting vehicle mission capabilities
[96, 62].
The wing cover skins are subject to loads including compression, tension, and the
shear and bending characteristics of aerodynamic loads taking into account the
effects of added masses. The skins must therefore possess a high degree of deforma-
bility whilst maintaining the shape and structure integrity under all circumstances.
In order to meet these requirements, thermoplastic elastomers and shape memory
polymers are suggested as good candidate materials for smart skins. Nevertheless,
an excessively flexible skin is exposed to the hazard of sagging under pressure loads.
This may result into an inefficient torsional stiffness of the structure. Additionally,
thermo-active polymers and advanced Piezo-electric actuators will provide the mo-
tion control while the flight dynamic, control system, and software will adapt to the
radical shape changes.
7.2 Perspectives
Bio-inspired micro air vehicles characterize the aeromechanics and scalability of bat
flight [60]. As a general observation, bat wing motion, unlike that of insects and
birds, has several degrees of freedom. Therefore, the bat wing has a high degree
of flexibility with anisotropy and non-linear elasticity. The wing surface is singular
as it is composed of a thin wing consisting of a highly anisotropic, compliant skin
membrane. It is therefore suggested that the incorporation of flexible wing mem-
branes as lifting surfaces be examined as a potentially useful feature for engineered
maneuverable micro flight vehicles.
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